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NOMENCLATURE
PRB Powder River Basin
One Gigaton (Gt) equals one billion metric tons. One metric ton of gaseous CO2
equals 505.5 cubic meters at 0° C and 1 atmosphere. One metric ton of
supercritical CO2, with density of 0.469 g/cm3, will occupy 2.13 m3 at 31.1° C
and 72.8 atmospheres. One GT supercritical CO2 therefore would occupy 2.13
km3 of empty connected and accessible void space.
CCS – carbon capture and storage, refers to the entire process from capture at
power plants etc., the transport, injection and monitoring of carbon (gas,
liquid and supercritical phases).
GCS – geologic carbon storage, supercritical phase is required for injection and
storage into the subsurface. This requires a suite of storage sites both areally
and vertically within sedimentary basin fill. This may be a subset of the
sedimentary basin if later tectonic overprint defines flow boundaries.
Process facies – facies that are defined by sedimentary processes that formed it,
observed and described in core and/or outcrop.
Core facies – facies described in core that were grouped by similar process, highgraded process facies.
Log facies – well-log-derived facies that were calculated by if-then statements
generating values based on core-calibrated intervals that defined cutoffs in up
to four log well log suite.
Sedimentation regions are laterally restricted spatial domains within a small
stratigraphic sequence that is characterized mainly by similar lithology,
sedimentary facies, sedimentary body stacking patterns, sequence thickness
and well-log motif. Sedimentation regions are restricted to ancient rock
volumes, being distinguished from environments of deposition, which are
restricted to the description of composite (laterally adjacent and
contemporaneous) landscapes and seascapes sculpted by surficial geomorphic
processes in modern depositional settings.
Reservoir class (RC) is a stratigraphic interval (typically correlating to a 2nd
order cycle) characterized by high effective pore-volume that is composed of
a dominant sedimentary system.
NTG Net pore containing thickness to Gross thickness assuming a 10% oil
saturation lower cutoff

xiv

ABSTRACT
Three-dimensional fluid-flow simulation models provide attractive tools for
understanding the potential behavior of the subsurface. Retention of high-resolution
geologic heterogeneity in the characterization of large volumes presents significant
challenges to this modeling.
A 2D dataset donated by Industry constrains a hierarchical stratigraphic
framework based on 30,000 wells with log curves, 60 surfaces crossing the 70,000 cubickilometer Powder River Basin from Precambrian basement to top of the Cretaceous
Lewis Shale. Five sedimentary systems subdivided into 25 stratigraphic intervals make
up the 3D representation of 70 discrete modeling areas. These sedimentation regions
group distinct sedimentary attributes (e.g., porosity, thickness, sedimentary architecture).
These attributes relate to suites of rock properties, such as porosity, percentage of
thickness with porosity and well log shape, which were compiled from 4000 wells with
donated/purchased log ascii files, 15 cores, 300 wells with public core plug data, 115
published oil field reports, and basin rimming outcrops.
Sedimentary system analysis considered regional controls on the depositional
setting from the craton-scale to the pore-scale and it employed techniques to group
information and replicate the effect of fine-scale geologic heterogeneity in a static
reservoir model. This process highlights the importance of understanding the role of
tectonic anisotropy on the preservation of stratigraphic sequences when interpreting the
depositional environment. Subdivision into the 70 sedimentation regions permitted
calculation of the gross pore volume in each sedimentary system, using total porosity and
a percentage of the vertical thickness for each modeling volume. The total volume
calculated depended on the method; stratigraphic layering and sedimentation regions
provided 600 cubic kilometers and equating to storage capability of over 250 gigatons of
supercritical carbon dioxide, whereas using factors and no stratigraphy, the total volume
was calculated at 460 cubic kilometers.
Pore volume distribution in the subsurface is more accurately characterized with
high-resolution stratigraphic and sedimentation region analysis. Integrated tectonic
analysis provides context that better constrains the application of outcrop analogs and
depositional models, which guide sedimentation region analysis. This dissertation
addresses the impact of geologic heterogeneity from crustal anisotropy to distributions of
porosity and permeability and provides a tool to assess feasibility of gigaton-scale carbon
dioxide sequestration.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The larger goal within which this research fits is development of a predictive tool
to assess feasibility issues associated with gigaton CO2 sequestration projects. This
predictive tool includes generation of a static 3-D geocellular model of the Powder River
Basin (PRB, 70,000 km2 by 3-5km deep; Fig. 1.1), characterizing five intervals with a
range of wide-spread and also common reservoir-types (herein termed reservoir classes,
sensu Geoscience Institute for Oil and Gas Recovery Research, 1990; and Ray et al.,
1991), and then up-scaling that multi-million cell model to a tens-of-thousands-cell
simulation model. At which point, dynamic injection scenarios would include a suite of
injection targets and they could be interrogated with regard to challenges like injectivity,
storage volume and migration of the supercritical CO2. This research represents the initial
steps of an integrated geologic characterization effort including input from, but not
limited to disciplines such as stratigraphy, structural geology, hydrogeology, and
reservoir engineering. Manuscript 1 describes the range of reservoir classes and outlines
the integrated steps to building the large whole-basin model composed of a family of
nested models. Manuscript 2 describes one of the reservoir classes and the methods
involved with characterizing a reservoir class to capture the effects of fine-scale
heterogeneity in the geocellular model.
One of the challenges with basin-scale modeling is retaining information about
geologic heterogeneity during upscaling. Assessing storage and migration of CO2
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requires characterizing fine-scale geologic heterogeneity and capturing the effects on a
geomodel cell (meter-thick, by tens-of-meters across; several feet thick, by hundreds of
feet across). The workflow developed in this study deploys analytical methods developed
at the scale of an oil field to the basin and retains multiscale heterogeneity in a family of
geomodels that encompass multiple stratigraphic intervals, or reservoir classes. The
workflow described is based upon outcrop modeling and is capable of retaining multiple
scales of heterogeneity. This dissertation outlines an integrated method for estimating: 1)
connected pore volume; 2) storage capacity; and 3) retention of supercritical CO2
associated with geologic storage in subsurface reservoirs.
Introduction
The Powder River Basin (PRB) of eastern Wyoming and southeastern Montana
was selected to develop this workflow example because it contains a unique and
comprehensive basin-wide subsurface dataset. The PRB has a long history of fluid
production and recently enhanced oil recovery programs using CO2, and is representative
of onshore Geologic Carbon Storage (GCS) sites. This research has developed a modelbuilding workflow for screening storage sites, which retains geologic heterogeneity in
basinwide geomodels for accurately characterizing the connected pore-volume in
subsurface reservoirs across a structural basin.
The Middle Cretaceous Frontier Formation lends itself to a study of detailed
geologic characterization. It has the most complete reservoir dataset in the PRB, best
outcrop constraint for establishing the sedimentary hierarchy, and robust biostratigraphy.
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Because the remaining intervals in the PRB have not been characterized in this detail, the
basin geomodel is incomplete and inadequate for basin-scale simulation or use in policy
decisions related to GCS. The approach, adapted from methods for building outcrop and
oil field-scale reservoir models, includes three main steps: 1) define a hierarchy of
sedimentary attributes spanning four orders of magnitude (based on core descriptions,
high-resolution stratigraphic correlations and sedimentation region mapping); 2) erect a
minimum threefold stratigraphic framework for controlling vertical variation in the lateral
distribution of sedimentary attributes; and 3) characterize temporal and spatial
distribution of reservoir attribute values based on stratigraphic and geomorphologic
constraints (Appendices A-D). The Frontier Formation is best suited for demonstrating
the level of detail suggested necessary and the upscaling steps required for development
of a useful predictive basin-scale geomodel.
Study Area and Approach
The PRB was selected for study because many of the large onshore clastic
deposits worldwide are contained within foreland basin fills. The main reservoir bearing
intervals (reservoir classes) characterized in this study were chosen as representative of
these common foreland basin successions (Fig. 1.1). Within the PRB, the five reservoir
classes (RC1-5) characterized for GCS include:


RC1 shallow-marine carbonate platform reservoirs (Madison Limestone),



RC2 mixed carbonate, evaporite, and coastal clastic reservoirs (Minnelusa/
Tensleep Formation),



RC3 coastal to piedmont clastic valley-fill reservoirs (Muddy Sandstone),
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RC4 fluvial-influenced clastic deltaic-turbidite reservoirs (Frontier
Formation),



RC5 wave-influenced clastic delta reservoirs (Mesaverde Group).

Detailed description and characterization of one reservoir class (RC4) provides an
example 300-meter (1000 feet) thick, ancient, fluvial-influenced shoreface succession
across the 20,000-km2 (8000 mi2) area, and is used to illustrate correlation strategies for
characterizing complex sedimentary architecture in a hierarchical stratigraphic
framework. Stratigraphic prediction requires analysis of the wide range of processes
(sedimentary, stratigraphic and tectonic) that operate over geologic time, recognizing
both the material (rock) and nonmaterial (surface) aspect of the sedimentary record. The
range of Earth processes must also include tectonic processes operating at slower and
lower rates than the surficial depositional environments they accommodate. This tectonic
stress creates non-uniform crustal responses. That outcrop-scale attributes (e.g., site
specific) cannot be reconciled with crustal-scale patterns (e.g., tectonic plates) does not
preclude their use in prediction. Rather, the correlation between attributes and patterns
(e.g., components of a depositional system) has been overprinted by longer lasting
processes (e.g., low subsidence).
Forward models of Earth systems operating over, and affected by geologic time
contain high uncertainty when using one data collection site (i.e., vertical well log core
reference sections) commonly in climate and GCS modeling (DOE/NETL, 2010).
Current methods used to characterize these complex systems oversimplify the analysis
because they fail to account for all Earth processes and responses that operate over
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different scales of geologic time (e.g., from deposition of a shoreface, to a stratigraphic
sequence, to a clastic wedge, to construction of a continent). In short, current geologic
characterization studies for GCS call for more comprehensive methods. Accurate
geologic models will be needed if gigaton volumes of supercritical CO2 are to be stored
in Earth’s subsurface. Developing methods and testing those using existing data sets to
improve such characterization studies is the impetus for this study.
Dataset and Subsurface Characterization
Petrophysical measurements of rock properties calibrated to core and outcrop data
define the pore-scale sedimentary attributes distributed within a reservoir class. Well logs
were calibrated to core descriptions and petrophysical data, thus allowing sedimentary
attributes (sedimentary facies and bodies) to be correlated to values and trends from the
wells with 4000 log ascii files. Data from outcrop studies were used to constrain
between-well correlations and define sedimentation regions.
The subsurface data (well locations, stratigraphic tops, well logs, cored intervals,
etc.) were compiled in a 2-D well log database (Petra) for construction and correlation of
6 stratigraphic cross sections and 30 maps (each showing lithology, thickness, porosity;
Appendices A-D). The stratigraphic cross section grids span the basin and constrain
sequence and sedimentation region definition (e.g., depositional limits of shoreface
sandstone). The 3-D geomodels for connected pore volume calculations were generated
in reservoir modeling software (Petrel), using data generated and managed in Petra.
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Basin-scale Modeling: Retaining Heterogeneity
The significant societal costs and industrial challenges to GCS demand more
fidelity than the simplistic conclusions reached from modeling the subsurface as
homogeneous media. Multiscale geologic heterogeneity is here proposed as necessary
and sufficient for accurately predicting supercritical CO2 capacity and flow in GCS
modeling. Simplified models help isolate and understand uniform and steady flow in
homogeneous media, but represent unrealistic natural conditions for assessment of
important fluid movement and chemical reaction rates. As one example, homogeneous
models of supercritical CO2 displacing denser brine in a saline aquifer over-emphasize
buoyancy and vertical well-bore leakage (Friedmann, 2007). Furthermore, non-uniform
and unsteady variations in flow rate (well-documented behavior in subsurface fluid
production) affects retention, which cannot be assessed using homogeneous models.
Actual GCS reservoirs should not be isolated for study without consideration of dynamic
basin aquifer systems, which requires that all GCS be imbedded into future power plant
design and deployment be studied at the basin scale.
The PRB meets the site screening requirements established by the US
DOE/NETL (NETL, 2010; Table 3.1, p. 12) for GCS projects (see Manuscript 1). Five
RCs with high pore volumes are identified based on high resident fluid volumes
recognized across a significant part of the PRB. The subsurface database (permitting
cross section or map view examination) contains over 28,000 wells with digital raster-log
images used to identify over 60 stratigraphic surfaces. Pre-existing fault and basin
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tectonic studies are used to further constrain the structural framework. These data form
the initial structural and stratigraphic framework utilized in the pore volume calculations.
Fluid types within the reservoirs range from potable water, brine, corrosive gas,
oil, condensate, injected CO2, and both biogenic and thermogenic gas. The suite of
reservoir classes in this thesis represent approximately 40% of the 4 kilometers (2.5
miles) thickness of strata, which records over 300 million years of geologic time. This
foreland basin fill contains a typical succession of geologic formations representing
carbonate, mixed carbonate-siliciclastics, incised valley fills, low and high
accommodation clastic shorelines. The PRB study therefore provides a GCS basin
portfolio representative of continental structural basins worldwide.
Workflow
Modeling fluid movement through connected pore volume distributions at the
basin scale requires adapting detailed sedimentary architecture to a finite number of
uniform geometric cells, which in this model are 800 by 800 m area by one to three
meters thick. Reservoir “upscaling” required for dynamic simulation reduces geologic
complexity and heterogeneity. To minimize this affect, the explicit correlation of
multiscale sedimentary attributes representing a wide range of geologic heterogeneity
provides a technique to retain heterogeneity at different stages in upscaling.
A family of nested reservoir-specific and full basin geomodels represents an
important starting point for GCS because it retains a hierarchy of detailed geologic
characterization. The steps include:
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1) classify subsurface geology by reservoir class and define basin portfolio of
fluid storage sites and containment conditions,
2) calibrate rock-to-subsurface data to generate a hierarchy of sedimentary
attributes consisting of process facies, sedimentation units, and sedimentary
bodies for each reservoir class,
3) erect hierarchical stratigraphic framework based on sedimentary attributes and
time-stratigraphic surfaces,
4) define and distribute sedimentation regions within stratigraphic framework
based on sedimentary attributes,
5) utilize stratigraphic layering of sedimentation regions to modulate
heterogeneity and property attributes.
These more realistic geomodels help address several GCS challenges: they
represent assessment tools for evaluating implementation strategies; they provide more
accurate estimates for storage, injectivity and migration (i.e., monitoring) in GCS at the
basin scale; and they provide common datasets that encourage integration and input from
the wide spectrum of expertise involved in interrogation of this problem, including but
not limited to geologists, reservoir engineers, civil engineers, land planners, as well as
government officials.
Manuscript 1 emphasizes techniques established in outcrop models, but is novel
to subsurface modeling. The approach used here classifies spatial domains as specific
sedimentation regions (Gardner et al., 2008). These are defined as mapable areas within a
stratigraphically defined rock volume characterized by similar well log trends
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(representing lithofacies and sedimentary body stacking patterns). Sedimentation regions
differ from depositional environments and are restricted to ancient rock volumes. This is
in contrast to depositional environments that describe composite (laterally adjacent and
contemporaneous) landscapes and seascapes sculpted by surficial geomorphic processes
in modern depositional settings. Sedimentation regions are here defined as a modeling
area mapped at the finest stratigraphic layer possible, that is characterized by similar
values and ranges of attributes, e.g., well log trend, thickness, sandstone percent,
sedimentary facies. Representing discrete modeling domains, the sedimentation regions
constrain averaging of rock properties in a hybrid deterministic/geostatistical manner that
maintains heterogeneity based on data-rich areas, rather than averaging across the entire
basin (e.g., Fig. 1.2).
Geomodeling Methods
Two deterministic methods are used to geostatistically populate the connected
pore volume for a reservoir class. Primary porosity and permeability structure is
controlled by the stacking pattern of sedimentation regions within and across the
stratigraphic hierarchy. These spatial domains contain a broad range of attributes defined
by a hierarchy of properties, process sedimentology facies, sedimentation units and
sedimentary bodies. Vertical proportion curves by sedimentation region (when a
representative number of samples are available) constrain the vertical distribution of
these attributes based on the probability defined by the logs within a region, while areal
proportion maps (including azimuth and degree of change laterally) guide attribute
distributions. Because sedimentation regions represent remnants of preserved
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depositional environments, they help define the sedimentary system. Sedimentation
regions shift through time in accordance to Walther's Law (e.g., Middleton, 1973) in
conformable succession of strata under high accommodation conditions. Low
accommodation decreases preservation and increases uncertainty; the hierarchical
stratigraphic framework used herein helps to mitigate.
Characterizing Geologic Heterogeneity
Based on Scale Dependent Processes
A preserved ancient sedimentary succession is a composite record of responses to
processes acting at all scales. Understanding the long-term processes can help explain
poorly preserved stratigraphic patterns. Classifying a rock succession into a hierarchy of
responses governed by scale-specific salient processes is a robust way to achieve this
understanding. The level of incompleteness in the stratigraphic record varies from partial
preservation of a sedimentary basin to the bypass of grains along the stoss side of a
ripple. The processes responsible for such variability include allocyclic basinwide
controls (e.g., tectonics, sea level) and autocyclic local controls governed by
depositional/erosional patterns (e.g., compensational shifting of shoreface depocenters).
These two end-member scales overlap and result in potentially confounding composite
responses. Manuscript 2 examines the Mid-Cretaceous Frontier “shoreline bulge” and
offers an alternative explanation to its deltaic interpretation (e.g., Cobban and Reeside,
1952; Barlow and Haun, 1966; Weimer, 1970; Fig. 1.3).
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Physical/Temporal Scales—The Stratigraphic Record
The PRB represents a Mesozoic foreland basin overprinted by Cenozoic thrusting
(Fig. 1.4). The portion of sedimentary basin that is preserved in the PRB is a small
remnant representing the inner foreland in the simplified foreland basin system of Horton
and DeCelles (1997). In the part of the Western Interior Cretaceous Seaway, coinciding
with present-day Wyoming, the shoreline is reported to have bulged almost 100 miles to
the east coinciding with a mappable sandstone wedge reaching 160 kilometers (100
miles) across the southern PRB (Cobban and Reeside, 1952; Barlow and Haun, 1966;
Weimer, 1970; Fig. 1.3). However, coeval nonmarine rocks are not found east of Cody or
the Rock Springs Uplift in Wyoming, leaving 300 kilometers (225 miles) distance to the
enigmatic shoaling upward sandstone sequences reaching across Wyoming and into
South Dakota.
Manuscript 2 addresses the fundamental distinction between spatial and temporal
processes contributing to deltaic sedimentary architecture. A suite of areally limited and
relatively short-term surficial processes defines modern geomorphic environments that
compose the sedimentary system (e.g., channels, bays, crevasse splays, shoreface
composing a delta). The challenge with the direct application of the principle of
uniformity to the interpretation of ancient sedimentary architecture is identifying the
dominant processes responsible for the differences between ancient and modern
sedimentary systems. This is reflected in the contribution of stratigraphic preservation
over geologic time relative to, for example, the distinction between wave, tide and riverdominated deltas, which can develop synchronously. Geologic time is recorded as both
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material (rock) and nonmaterial (stratigraphic surfaces of nondeposition and erosion)
components. Directly correlating the ancient sedimentary pattern in continental strata to
modern depositional environments can therefore over-emphasize the material record of
time in deposition at the expense of the surfaces recording nondeposition or erosion
(Barrell, 1917).
Equally as significant is the effect of deep time on expanding the range of Earth
processes that operate over longer durations (billions to millions of years, i.e., tectonics)
but nonetheless contribute to preserved sedimentary architecture. Tectonic subsidence
governs the regional preservation potential of sedimentary sequences, which in turn
dictates the degree to which sea-level change impacts preservation. This study
emphasizes the importance of considering the tectonic history and its impact on
continental stratigraphy (Fig. 1.4). Variations in the strength and rheology of composite
continental crust influence the expression of these longer-term tectonic processes (Fig.
1.4A; Tonnsen, 1986).
Manuscript 2 focuses on the temporal contribution from tectonic processes in a
foreland basin on the interpretation of the deltaic sedimentary architecture of the Frontier
Formation in the PRB. It hypothesizes that these architectural patterns may reflect
temporal tectonic rather than site-specific deltaic geomorphic processes.
Frontier Formation Stratigraphy
and Reservoir Architecture
Basin-scale geomodeling is constrained vertically by modeling layers. These
coincide with stratigraphic surfaces and the sedimentary sequences they bound. A
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hierarchy of stratigraphic framework (of surfaces bounding sequences) captures the range
of cyclicity that is expressed in a hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles of deposition. The
Frontier Formation of the PRB contains three 3rd-order stratigraphic cycles, which in turn
contain up to four 4th-order cycles composed of two to four 5th order cycles (sensu Van
Wagoner et al., 1990). This hierarchy frames the sedimentary architecture describing
basinward to landward stepping cycle stacking patterns, blurred facies distributions
(bioturbated and reworked shoreface successions) and bimodal proximal and distal
sediment volume partitioning. The sand-rich Wall Creek (southwestern PRB) and its
coeval Turner Member (southeast PRB) represent the uppermost 3rd-order cycle
(representing approximately 2 million years). This Wall Creek-Turner member is
correlated across the southern PRB crossing into South Dakota (Fig. 1.3) based on a basal
unconformity and C. woollgari ammonite biozonation and a terminal flooding surface
with a dated volcanic ash bed (Merewether et al., 1979; Cobban et al., 2006). The four
4th-order sequences within the Wall Creek-Turner member are defined by three bivalve
biozones are also sand-rich and contain several 5th-order sequences. The four-fold
stratigraphic framework used in this study documents a hierarchy of thin but laterally
extensive sand-rich shoreface sequences correlated 100 of kilometers/miles across the
southern PRB.
Beginning in the 1960s, workers have noticed the presence of a Mid-Cretaceous
sandstone rich interval stretching from the Sevier Orogeny at the Wyoming – Idaho
border to just east of the Bighorn and Laramie mountain ranges in the southern PRB and
subsequently have proposed that it is a shoreline bulge (Barlow and Haun, 1966; Weimer,
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1970). There is little consensus on interpretations of the sandstone members of Wall
Creek – Turner member; being classified as representing deltas, offshore bars, shelf sand
sheets, and incised valley fills (Asquith, 1970; Tillman and Almond, 1979; Weimer and
Flexer, 1985; Gani and Bhattacharya, 2007). Observations that may be responsible for
these variations include: 1) distance between observed shoreline deposits is hundreds of
kilometers/miles away from the sandstones in the PRB; 2) pebble aligned surfaces
present in distal eastern PRB deposits; 3) the general “shallow” nature of the sandstones,
showing bioturbation and wave reworking structures being common in most of the wells
and outcrops across the PRB. These observations can be better explained by expanding
the extent of model investigation to include tectonic processes including terranes and
aulacogens bounding the Wyoming Craton.
Superimposed Geologic Controls
and Foreland Basin Heterogeneity
Analysis and interpretation of ancient sedimentary architecture here considers the
role of geologic time on the suite of earth processes that contributed to the preserved
sedimentary response, including tectonic drivers for sediment supply and accommodation
distribution. For these reasons, and unlike deltas in high accommodation settings (e.g.,
Ferron Sandstone; Gardner, 1995), it is here hypothesized that the Frontier Formation is a
poorly preserved clastic strand line rather than an ancient delta explained by an
incomplete suite of short-term surficial processes. Supporting this hypothesis, the
southern PRB is here interpreted as an area of low subsidence during the Mid Cretaceous
controlled by variations in continental crust rheology that is responsible for the time-
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averaged sediment bulge constructed by multiple sediment sources (Fig. 1.4B and blue in
Fig. 1.4D). Non-uniform along-strike changes in sediment supply and accommodation
along multiple foreland basin thrust segments formed discrete depocenters within the
Western Interior Cretaceous Seaway (Fig. 1.4B and Fig. 3.10). Recognizing this
composite tectonic/eustatic signature better accounts for the anomalous size and
paleogeography of the upper Frontier Formation sediment bulge.
Contributions
This study provides three main contributions: 1) emphasis on multiple scales of
stratigraphic cyclicity correlated to dominant formative processes; 2) illustration of a
detailed geologic characterization workflow for one reservoir class; 3) implication of
technique used to calculate gross pore volume in five reservoir classes representative of
GCS in onshore structural basins worldwide.
Impact of Stratigraphic Hierarchy
and Sedimentation Regions
This thesis emphasizes multi-scalar reservoir characterization recognizing that
scale-dependent processes produce a remnant stratigraphic record. Although many
datasets may have sparse detailed geologic analysis, full description of core and outcrop
analog data can improve subsurface characterization and modeling. Furthermore, when
application of a depositional model becomes difficult to establish, as in the case with the
Frontier Formation of Wyoming, it may be likely that the scale of investigation should be
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expanded and consider the role of preservation. Remnant patterns amplify tectonic
subsidence and obscuring a clear link with shorter-term site-specific processes.
Modeling Workflow
Capturing multiple scales of geologic detail is fundamental to increasing the
heterogeneity in 3-D basin-scale static reservoir models as well as their upscaled fluid
simulation models. The workflow presented here outlines novel techniques at multiple
scales whereby fine-scale geologic information can be retained in each stage of upscaling
during the model-building process. Capturing spatial trends of attribute variation is well
established in the petroleum industry but is typically at the reservoir scale. Representative
prediction of CO2 storage at the basin scale will benefit significantly by modeling using
the workflow presented in this thesis.
Gross Pore Volume Calculation Methods
Four methods were investigated to illustrate the importance of stratigraphic
sequence analysis and sedimentation regions. These methods highlight three types of
reservoir class: 1) similar stratigraphy and sedimentation region arrangement; 2) variable
stratigraphy, similar sedimentation region arrangements; and 3) variable stratigraphy and
sedimentation region arrangement (Fig. 1.5). It is clear that a stratigraphic hierarchy of
sequences has a large impact – increasing gross pore volume by up to half. This happens
when the high net reservoir to gross thickness (NTG) with high porosity is isolated and
represents a significant portion of the RC in type 2 and 3 RCs. Conversely, when
stratigraphic sequences contain similar amounts of high NTG volume, their gross pore
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volume is decreased by increasing resolution, as is generally the case with reservoir
models in type 1 RCs. Type 3 RC is most complex as it contains high and low sandstone
percent (NTG) and porosity sequences.
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Figure 1.1. Powder River Basin location and structural cross section.
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1)

3)
Offshore mud

Factor Method
without stratigraphy uses
one average NTG and
porosity value

2)

Offshore mud

Region Method
without stratigraphy
uses one porosity and
NTG average value for each region
then sums for entire volume

4)
Offshore mud

Factor Method
with stratigraphy averages
for each stratigraphic sequence
then sums for entire volume

Figure 1.2. Block diagram and
bar chart illustrating impact of
four gross pore volume
calculation methods (1-4) for
RC4. Note, this RC4 was
characterized in the southern
PRB only and across a three-fold
stratigraphic framework; the
fourth-order stratigraphy is not
included in block diagrams.

Offshore mud

Region Method
with stratigraphy averages
values for each region, then
sums across each stratigraphic sequence.
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Figure 1.3. Paleogeographic map showing sedimentary system for Middle Cretaceous
Frontier Formation (McGookey et al., 1972;Myers,1977;Merewether et al., 1979;
Merewether et al., 1984; Weimer & Flexer 1985; Hamlin,1996;Bhattacharya & Willis2001).
LB - Labarge, CG - Cumberlin Gap, Y - Yellowstone sediment delivery systems.
Wyoming towns: Cd - Cody, Bf - , Kc - Kaycee, Cs - Casper, Dg - Douglas, Nc Newcastle are shown. Principle oil fields are indicated in black polygons
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Figure 1.4. Three scales of tectonic process: A) Middle Proterozoic tectonic terranes and
aulacogens; B) Foreland basin model used in this study; and C) Laramide overprint
contribute to the formation of the crustal heterogeneities surrounding the Wyoming
Craton (D).
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Gross Pore Volume (km3)

Type II

Type I
Type III
Type II

Type II

Reservoir Classes in the PRB

Figure 1.5. Chart showing Gross Pore Volume (GPV) results for the five reservoir
classes (RC) highlighting three types of reservoir class. Type I RCs have similar
stratigraphy and similar arrangement of sedimentation regions. Type II RCs have
stratigraphic sequences without reservoirs, but similar arrangement of sedimentation
regions. Type III RCs are most complex, having both variable stratigraphy and variable
sedimentation region arrangements.
1) Factor method averaged across stratigraphy (blue)
2) factor method summed across stratigraphy then averaged (yellow)
3) region method averaged within region and across stratigraphy (orange)
4) region method averaged within region, summed across stratigraphy (mint green), see
Figure 12 for calculation method.
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Abstract
Geologic carbon storage (GCS) requires consideration of storage capacity,
injectivity and migration of gigatons of supercritical fluids in sedimentary basins.
However, the size of basin-scale GCS models requires simplification that limits retention
of geologic heterogeneity. Homogeneous GCS models (uniform and average properties in
large cells) facilitate initial basin storage evaluation useful in screening, but cannot
account for the actual reservoir architecture affecting both reaction and flow rates in
heterogeneous media. The generation and integration of geological and petrophysical
models (multi-field, regional aquifers) presented here highlight the uncertainty and risk
created by using simplified GCS models to direct research and make policy decisions.
This paper emphasizes a workflow that utilizes the natural hierarchy within sedimentary
architecture to geologically upscale a family of static geomodels that retain multiple
scales and types of heterogeneity. More importantly, geologic controls on heterogeneity
can be explicitly manipulated to manage heterogeneity distributions known to change
through the life of petroleum reservoirs. There is no reason GCS will not follow a similar
path.
Introduction
Geologic storage of carbon (GCS) in subsurface reservoirs is an important
component of research funding and policy decisions related to energy and the
environment. This is because among the various methods to reduce the environmental
impact of CO2 emissions from energy generation, GCS presents the possibility to
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accommodate a significant portion. The economic cost and societal impact of industrialscale GCS, however, remains poorly understood and constrained. The challenges are
significant and the solutions resource intensive. For example, GCS in the United States
will require ~1 Gigaton per year (billion metric tonnes, Gt/yr) of CO2 injection and
storage by 2020 (U.S. D.O.E. N.E.T.L., 2008); this requires basin-scale storage solutions,
since CO2 use for EOR from existing oil fields will be insufficient in meeting the 2050
storage targets (Pacala and Socolow, 2004). The numerous single-to multi-well studies to
date, (e.g., Celia, 2008; Nicot et al., 2008; Yamamoto et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2010)
simply cannot address questions related to the conflicting objectives of building complex,
high-resolution models at the scale of the sedimentary basin.
This paper emphasizes the importance of static geocellular models, which are on
the order of 100,000 km2 by several km deep or more (geomodel hereafter). These
multiscale heterogeneous geomodels are necessary for accurate forecasting and
assessment of the long-term fate of industrial-scale volumes of supercritical fluids
proposed for storage in sedimentary basins. The significant societal costs and industrial
challenges to GCS are too great to use simple homogeneous models to assess complex
reservoirs. Multiscale geologic heterogeneity is necessary and sufficient for modeling
supercritical flow in GCS. The geomodels presented here incorporate many “plume
scales” in multiple reservoir classes that span entire sedimentary basins (e.g., Zhou et al.,
2010). This approach enables the retention of geologic heterogeneity at the multiple
scales that affect subsurface fluid flow.
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This contribution presents a novel workflow describing methods for constructing
a family of basin-scale geomodels. This methodology preserves multiple scales of
geological heterogeneity and retains flow unit connectivity in a large tectonicsedimentary basin (70,000 km2 by 5 km thick). This addresses the following GCS
challenges, which include:
1) optimizing a diverse portfolio of CO2 storage sites;
2) ensuring long-term safe storage and of multi-Gt volumes that meet proposed
carbon emission limits;
3) assessing multiple orders of magnitude variation in heterogeneity on
supercritical flow;
4) retaining multiscale heterogeneity at the basin scale;
5) integrating multiple and different facets of GCS research ranging from
chemical reactions to long-term storage;
6) understanding the needs of a new GCS industry (economics, infrastructure,
workforce).
The geomodel building workflow explicitly exploits different scale geological
process-response relationships to establish pore to reservoir-class heterogeneity.
Sedimentary responses to different scale formative processes help explain the four
orders-of-magnitude variation in core porosity and permeability. This enables these
sedimentary attributes to be correlated to reservoir heterogeneity and better retained in
model upscaling and simulation. Because heterogeneity is related to sedimentary
attributes, critical reproducibility is retained for managing long-term changes in flow and
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reaction rates (e.g., 20%, 50% and 80% pore volume injected). This also helps in the
quantification of effective permeability heterogeneity on acceptable retention time (100
to 10,000 yrs) for safe storage. Hierarchical treatment of geological heterogeneity better
constrains flow migration pathways, regional seal integrity, and interrogation of dynamic
models and flow simulation algorithms. The workflow utilizes a family of static
geomodels for optimization at the basin scale and involves the following steps:
1) Classify subsurface geology by reservoir class and define basin portfolio of
fluid storage sites and containment conditions.
2) Calibrate rock-to-subsurface data to generate a hierarchy of sedimentary
attributes consisting of process facies, sedimentation units, and sedimentary
bodies for each reservoir class.
3) Erect hierarchical stratigraphic framework based on sedimentary attributes
and time-stratigraphic surfaces.
4) Define and distribute sedimentation regions within stratigraphic framework
based on sedimentary attributes.
5) Utilize stratigraphic layering of sedimentation regions to modulate
heterogeneity and property attributes.
The geomodels in this example incorporate 28,000 wells penetrating Paleozoic to
Mesozoic strata (5-km thick by 70,000 km2 of a structural basin) in a cratonic setting
representative of current and proposed North American GCS sites. The Powder River
Basin (PRB) of Wyoming and Montana is one of the largest in the United States (Fig.
2.1) and satisfies all four elements required for initial screening, injection formations,
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adequate depth, confining systems and prospective storage resources (N.E.T.L. 2010) –
this paper emphasizes the last two. The PRB represents a realistic candidate for GCS for
five reasons: 1) sufficient basin size and stratigraphic diversity, there are five major
reservoir classes for storage (Figs. 2.2 and 2.3); 2) robust data set compiled for geomodel
generation; 3) necessary infrastructure, with CO2 sources and pipelines in place for active
EOR projects in a mature petroleum province; 4) nine nearby coal-fired power plants
represent significant point sources for efficient CO2 capture and storage (Fig. 2.1b); and
the PRB is the single most important coal producing basin in the United States (Scott et
al., 2011).
Meeting the Challenges of GCS
In order to cap the CO2 concentration at 550 ppm, Pacala and Socolow (2004)
outline steps required to reach this goal, of which one is GCS. They suggest that
sequestration of 3 Gt / year is needed to significantly reduce global green house gas
production. This is equivalent to about one-eighth of the current global CO2 production
and the same mass as the total annual global oil production
(http://www.eia.doe.gov/neic/infosheets/crudeproduction.html), which will require the
development of significant new infrastructure. Plume-scale pilot projects (e.g., Zhou et
al., 2010, < 100 km2) account for several million tonnes (Mt) CO2/yr, and therefore must
be increased up by a factor of 1000 for effective mitigation.
Current homogeneous GCS models use simple layering, few wells and averaged
rock properties to interrogate uniform and steady fluid-flow phenomena. Flow in
homogeneous media is modeled as uniform and steady fluid behavior to isolate and
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understand rock-fluid reactions. Fluid displacement models in homogeneous media over
emphasize the buoyancy of supercritical CO2 displacing denser brine in a saline aquifer,
which increases the duration of rock-fluid interactions in the overlying seal rock and the
vertical movement of fluids along existing well bores. This produces generalized and
symmetric fluid-flow simulations, where far reaching propagation of pressure build up
does not reflect multiscale sedimentary architecture such as, stratigraphic pinchout (e.g.,
converging impermeable layers), lateral facies changes (e.g., interfingering of sandstones
and mudstones), discontinuous seals, nor thief zones (high permeability, high flow zones,
which may be potentially most important). These high permeability pathways, which
typically follow facies-dictated or fracture-induced zones, can transmit pressure very
efficiently and may pose the most significant risk to leakage in GCS projects. Most
models also assume horizontal targets and seals that are laterally unchanging. This means
spatial variations in flow rates are not constrained nor linked to geologic heterogeneity.
Nor can a reservoir be isolated for study without consideration of dynamic basin aquifer
systems. This complicates onsite GCS in future power plant design and deployment.
Therefore, great effort should be applied to most accurately characterize and model
geologic heterogeneity.
Until GCS geomodels contain layer heterogeneity (rather than simple geometries
with simple property distributions) fluid flow simulations will retain large uncertainty.
There are few 3D geomodels available to assess GCS (e.g., Nicot et al., 2008; Yamamoto
et al., 2009; Zhou et al, 2010). However, due to the many millions of cells required to
model CO2 fluid flow, these models treat the geology as homogeneous, horizontal
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formations with no leakage in caprock formations (Celia, 2008; Nicot et al., 2008;
Yamamoto et al., 2009; Zhou et al, 2010). When compared to the geologic detail
documented from outcrops, layer-averaged modeling of the effective pore volume
structure in a sedimentary basin yields an overly simplistic depiction of sedimentary
architecture (e.g., Fischer et al., 2005).
Proper upscaling that retains geological detail is still a major challenge in flow
simulation. However, hydrocarbon reservoir management experience suggests that
geologic heterogeneity plays a major role in recovery uncertainty. Thus it is important
that geologic models provide a sufficient level of detail such that future flow models can
assess of impact of geologic heterogeneity on GCS. Current models incorporate some
level of stratification, or vertical heterogeneity, typically as a vertical to horizontal
permeability ratio (e.g., Hayek, et al., 2009 and references therein). Some authors are
emphasizing porosity variability (e.g., double porosity = fracture + matrix, Carneiro,
2009) and some even multiscale heterogeneity associated with facies (e.g., Ambrose, et
al., 2008). Fortunately, the multiple scales of heterogeneity in sedimentary rocks correlate
to different geological processes over a wide range of temporal scales (e.g., Fig. 2.4).
Explicit correlation of multiscale heterogeneity to geologic processes provides a method
for capturing different scales of heterogeneity in a static basin-scale petrophysical model.
Porosity and permeability, represented in Figure 4a as core-derived measurements can
vary dramatically in a small distance, even within the same facies. The architecture of the
effective pore volume accessible by fluids is therefore fundamental in mapping how
porosity and permeability change at different physical scales, both sedimentary and
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stratigraphic, through the 3D subsurface volume. Multiscale geologic heterogeneity
correlates to sedimentary processes that record sedimentation spanning multiple scales
(Fig. 2.5) from (1) individual sedimentary facies recording site-specific process (2) the
facies assemblage (sedimentation unit) generated during a single event, to (3) the
composite record of facies associations in 3D sedimentary bodies, to (4) the modulation
of these attributes in hierarchical stratigraphic framework. The latter records larger-scale
changes in the evolution of sedimentary systems occurring across the sedimentary basin.
In the modeling workflow, different scale geologic processes, which define the
components of a sedimentary system, are used to combine and group smaller scale
attributes into larger elements. Though geologic detail is simplified through this process,
the resulting grouping, at each step in the process, remains genetically linked to a
common set of formative processes responsible for their origin.
In order for GCS to have a significant effect, current technology must scale up by
a factor of 1000 (Snieder and Young, 2009). To accommodate this dramatic increase,
GCS modeling takes advantage of the many types of geologic units, here termed
reservoir classes (RC hereafter) representing different high effective pore-volume
sedimentary systems bounded by competent confining systems, composing the basin fill,
in addition to considering targets promising secondary recovery of oil (thus fulfilling two
of the three obstacles presented by Snieder and Young, 2009). The distinction must be
made between the sedimentary basins (any depression filled with sedimentary rocks) and
tectonic basins (structures formed by compression of the crust), as hundreds of millions
of years may be recorded in some basin fills. Sedimentary systems reflect their
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sedimentary basin, but not necessarily the potentially later formed tectonic basin in which
they presently reside. Because tectonic basins like the PRB can contain multiple
sedimentary systems (which extended beyond the present basin boundary), and because
sedimentary systems control pore volume distributions, characterizing a basin requires
describing the portfolio of sedimentary systems present within and near the tectonic
basin. Well productivity from zones within the basin is a first-order proxy for injectivity
and storage and correlates to different reservoir classes in petroleum system analysis.
This approach is used to characterize five reservoir classes (Figs. 1 and 2). Characterizing
a portfolio of reservoir classes within a sedimentary basin permits assessment of the
degree to which different geologic factors influence CCS, and enhances the portability of
reservoir class characterization to other basin storage sites.
When added to the significant computational resources required for modeling
dynamic multi-phase fluids (volumes, rates and phase changes) with fluid-rock
interactions, it is not surprising that 1) static reservoir and 2) dynamic fluid flow
modeling are being treated as separate problems. The inability to separate the impact of
upscaling and oversimplification of the reservoir geology, from the behavior of the
reservoir during fluid flow has even led to the suggestion that there is a poor correlation
between depositional environment and fluid flow (e.g., Larue and Yue, 2003). Despite
the overlap between these two variables, the management of petroleum reservoirs has
been aided by geologic characterization and the correlation of subsurface reservoir
heterogeneity to analogous outcrops since the 1950s.
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Applying the results of this study to multiple basins considered for CCS can help
quantify the effective GT storage available and the potential implications of such
requirements. Because this goal is so resource intensive, all may benefit from focusing
efforts on a common dataset, such as the GCS geomodel for the PRB.
Modeling Approach
Stratigraphic heterogeneity can enhance sequestration capacity (Doughty et al.,
2008; Havorka et al., 2004); CO2 in homogeneous media may bypass most of rock
volume, whereas flow paths in heterogeneous media are more dispersed, thus increasing
wetted volume. However, highly laterally discontinuous effective permeability structure
can decrease capacity, effectiveness and injectivity by decreasing sweep efficiency
(where fingers of fluid move, leaving much unmoved). Models using layers with
heterogeneous effective permeability and porosity structure will likely result in nonuniform pressure build-ups, more localized and focused far field effects and better predict
impact of thief zones.
GCS modeling requires analysis of the entire sedimentary fill of the multiple
overlapping sedimentary basins, which are confined with the present day tectonic basin
(bound by tectonic structures, faults and folds). Although younger structural features
bound these stratigraphic units, it is necessary to understand sedimentary patterns up to
and beyond the model boundaries. The well logs (28,000 wells with raster images, 5000
of those with up to six log log ascii files), stratigraphic tops (from Precambrian basement
to top of Cretaceous), basin bounding structure and the sedimentation regions reside in a
subsurface database and permit constructing cross sections and maps. This GCS
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geomodel is built with 35 stratigraphic tops (defining the model layers) on the order of
10-30 m thick within the RCs and up to 200m thick between RCs.
In order to better characterize and maintain heterogeneity across multiple scales in
a GCS geomodel, two petroleum industry standard principles, typically applied to
reservoirs, are employed in 3-D at the basin scale. The first is that multiscale geologic
processes are the primary control on effective pore volume character and distribution
(Fig. 2.4). Correlating geologic heterogeneity to processes responsible for its origin
provides a method for characterizing under-sampled areas as well as upscaling rock
properties by averaging them across regions recording a common set of formative
processes. The second principle is that grouping at these pore to outcrop scales and using
geology to guide upscaling (e.g., Fig. 2.5), structure modeling and rock property
distribution will produce more realistic CO2 fluid flow predictions.
This paper emphasizes techniques established in outcrop models, but is novel to
subsurface modeling, e.g., where spatial domains are classified as specific sedimentation
regions (Gardner et al., 2008). These are defined as laterally restricted areas within a
stratigraphically defined rock volume characterized by similar lithofacies and
sedimentary body stacking patterns. Sedimentation regions are distinguished from
environments of deposition and are restricted to ancient rock volumes; whereas
depositional environments are restricted to the description of composite (laterally
adjacent and contemporaneous) landscapes and seascapes sculpted by surficial
geomorphic processes in modern depositional settings. Using sedimentation regions helps
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distribute rock properties to data-poor areas in a hybrid deterministic/geostatistical
manner that maintains heterogeneity observed in more data-rich areas.
Although the main focus of this study is to develop the workflow for building a
GCS geomodel, it is also important to link this static model to dynamic flow simulations
in order to demonstrate the impact of heterogeneity. There exists over a century of
production data from hundreds of oil and gas fields in PRB. The integration of derived
information such as high-permeability channels from production history needs to be
conducted intensively, and quick simulation studies (Finite Difference or Streamline
simulations) on some sector models might be necessary in order to validate the geomodel.
Study Area
The 5.5 km thick PRB extends 400 km north from the Laramie Mountains to the
Miles City Arch and 250 km east from the Bighorn Mountains to the Black Hills (Fig.
2.1). The sedimentary fill of the PRB represent over 500 million year evolution from
Paleozoic carbonates, mixed carbonates and clastics, to Early Mesozoic marine shale and
evaporites, to Cretaceous incised valley sandstones, marine clastics to Cenozoic fluvial
and lacustrine systems (Figs. 2.2 and 2.3). From these, five intervals were selected for
modeling, which correlate to five different types of sedimentary system (Fig. 2.3) and
represent the principal reservoir classes (defined as a unit of rock characterized by like
reservoir types and representing the high pore-volume units in a basin). Characterization
of the five reservoir classes (RC), being more detailed than the intervening intervals, is
based on published literature, unpublished theses and private consultation with local
experts (Table 2.1). The stratigraphic architecture for the entire part of the basin fill used
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in the model (basement to top of Cretaceous, approximately 2500-3000 m) is documented
in an exceptional subsurface dataset from the PRB that builds upon previous works
(unpublished data from RPI of Denver, Colorado and published literature). The dataset
includes over 60 stratigraphic surfaces picked in over 28,000 wells tied to dozens of
outcrop studies (Fig. 2.1).
Many oil and gas fields in the PRB are currently employing secondary recovery
(EOR) techniques including CO2 injection (Fig. 2.1b). The CO2 projects require
installation of approximately 500 kilometers of pipeline, with 330 more in the near future
(O&G Journal, July 29; Aug 10, 2009). Nine coal-fired plants rim the basin provide over
37% of the coal to the U.S. (Luppens et al., 2008), producing approximately 0.05 GT/yr
CO2 (Bailie et al., 2007). These point sources of CO2 emissions represent logical local
providers of CO2 for storage in the PRB. Two CCS partnerships share the PRB (Big Sky
and PCO2R) and several major enhanced oil recovery (EOR) projects are located in the
PRB (Salt Creek 4 Mt/yr and proposed Bell Creek 1MT/yr) (Peterson, 2009).
Basin Geology and Model Overview
The PRB is the easternmost sub-basin of the broken Wyoming foreland flanking
the Cordilleran Fold-and-thrust belt and forms a north-trending asymmetric syncline
(Figs. 2.1b and 2.3). Basin formation is attributed to Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary
folding and high-angle reverse-faults correlated to the Laramide Orogeny (Blackstone,
1983; Stone 2003). The 7600 m offset in Precambrian rocks exposed in the crest of the
Bighorn Mountains to the basin floor along the Piney Creek thrust (Stone, 2003)
generated significant fault overhang, which forms a vertical fluid-flow barrier (Huntoon,
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1976) for water recharging from the Bighorn Mountains. The gentle monoclines on the
east side of the basin, associated with the Black Hills uplift serve as the recharge zone for
westward flowing subsurface fluids. Lineament analysis correlated to resource production
has identified eight lineaments that are linked to basement blocks that were periodically
reactivated during basin filling and identify an important intrabasinal high (the Belle
Fourche Arch) during much of the Cretaceous (Slack, 1981). These lineament features
and production trends document fluid movement in the PRB. This geomodel focuses on
documenting the static sedimentary architecture of five reservoir classes, with postdepositional structural deformation representing a basin-specific overprint not
incorporated in the model. Lineament, fault and fracture flow was not addressed in this
study, but needs to be incorporated into this geomodel for actual fluid flow modeling of
the PRB.
The sedimentary fill of the PRB contains five stratigraphic intervals that host
potential GCS targets, here termed RCs, and they correlate to five model types (Table
2.1). These RCs are characterized by the highest subsurface fluid volumes estimated from
production (petroleum, water and gas) (Wyoming Geological Association, 2000). The
five reservoir classes modeled here include: RC1 representing widespread shallow-water
ramp/platform karsted carbonates (Madison Limestone); RC2 representing mixed coastal
eolian siliciclastics and shelfal sabkah evaporites and carbonates (Upper Minnelusa);
RC3 representing fluvial to estuarine incised valley fill (IVF) siliciclastics (Muddy
Sandstone) (Muddy Sandstone); RC4 containing deltaic sandstones (Frontier Fm.); and
RC5 composed of shoreface – shelf siliciclastics (Shannon, Sussex, and Parkman
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Members). Core data from 300 wells incorporated with log data demonstrate that an RC
can show six orders of sedimentary architecture, up to four orders of magnitude variation
in permeability and one order variation in porosity (Fig. 2.4). To capture this range in the
geomodel, petrophysical (rock property) data from 300 cores (porosity, permeability,
grain density oil and water saturation) were correlated to sedimentological descriptions
from 5 outcrops and 15 cores to help calibrate the subsurface digital data.
Sedimentological descriptions of core and outcrop provide 1) lithofacies, 2) sedimentary
bodies, which help define sedimentation regions, and 3) stratigraphic cycle data. When
combined with detailed outcrop data, a hierarchy of lithofacies (Table 2.2, Fig. 2.6) and
sedimentary bodies (Fig. 2.7) define sedimentation regions (Table 2.3 and Fig. 2.8)
comprising sedimentary systems that are framed within a four-fold stratigraphic hierarchy
(Fig. 2.9). Establishing a hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles links different scale processes
to architectural patterns, one of the main sources of heterogeneity (Fig. 2.10).
The basal RC1 is a primary target for saline aquifer CO2 storage given its total
volume, thickness, and vertical/lateral connectivity; however limited well logs and a
general lack of core data make it difficult to characterize the petrophysical properties and
their distribution. Specifically, in carbonate formations the high-speed transportation
through fractures and high storage capacity in/through vugs need to be characterized in
more detail in addition to porosity and permeability trend constrained by analogs nearby.
This can be achieved in the hierarchical geologic grouping of data and implementation of
the sedimentation region as a sum of these characteristics.
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Data And Workflow
This paper utilizes a robust dataset to emphasize a novel workflow that
incorporates multiscale basin-wide geological heterogeneity, typically found in fieldsized reservoir geomodels. These methods build upon CO2 basin screening and
characterization techniques, combining petroleum industry-standard practices of
individual field reservoir modeling into a high-resolution large-volume 3D cube. Rock
properties (both measured from core plugs and well logs) must be upscaled in a way that
best retains the sub-meter scale resolution in cells that may be multiple meters thick by
hundreds wide (Fig. 2.4). At each scale, steps are taken to group the well data that
characterize and constrain them by geologic criteria (Fig. 2.5). The region-scale grouping
is the sedimentation region (Fig. 2.8), which permits 3-D distribution of the critical
properties (effective porosity, permeability, connectivity and seals) in honoring the
heterogeneous nature of available data, thus reducing geologic uncertainty (Fig. 2.9).
Sedimentation regions are most effective when characterized at the highest resolution
stratigraphic sequence (Fig. 2.10). This workflow explicitly exploits the different scale
geological processes responsible for generating the multiple physical and temporal scales,
from localized facies to basin-wide stratigraphic cycle-scale sedimentary architecture,
and more importantly the four order-of-magnitude variation in observed core porosity
and permeability.
This workflow comprises two modeling phases, (1) homogeneous - site screening
and selection involving geologic characterization of the sedimentary fill of the basin; and
(2) heterogeneous geomodel construction. The basin selection process begins with a
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continent-scale map of sedimentary basins and successions with sufficient thickness and
aerial extent to host CCS projects (Fig. 2.1A) (e.g., Burruss et al., 2009). As candidate
basins pass initial screening and are selected for CCS resource analysis, geologic
characterization, as described in this paper, includes five steps prior to model
construction; the first two relate to the screening and selection, whereas the last three
describe building heterogeneous GCS models. These steps include: 1) classification of
basin geology and ranking of basin’s reservoir portfolio (Table 2.1); 2) definition of
sedimentary systems and stratigraphic hierarchy (Figs. 2.5 and 2.10); 3) calibration of
rock to subsurface digital data (Fig. 2.6); 4) correlation of sequence hierarchy to reservoir
layers (Fig. 2.10); and 5) definition of sedimentation regions and documentation of their
stacking patterns (Fig. 2.11A-E). Each of these steps involves some level of geologic
coarsening. The steps below describe methods to retain geologic detail as information is
grouped and “upscaled”.
Methods for Basin Characterization
and Developing Reservoir Portfolio
This section describes the steps necessary to characterize the effective pore
volume of a structural basin. As described earlier, cratonic sedimentary systems typically
show some younger tectonic overprint. For this reason it is important to characterize the
sedimentary basin separately from the tectonic basin. Regions of prolonged subsidence
will accumulate sediment, and in the case of foreland basins, these sediments get recycled
as the thrust front propagates. During this process, lithified units get buckled and form
mountain ranges and tectonic basins, which may represent a smaller area than that of the
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previous sedimentary basins. In order to characterize these stratigraphic units in the
subsurface, it is necessary to calibrate the data to the rocks they are measuring, which is
the first step after basin selection.
Reservoir Class Identification: The majority of producing reservoirs in U.S.
sedimentary basins have been discovered and to some extent characterized. Considering
the distribution of producing reservoirs (past and present) helps define high pore volume
intervals that need to be incorporated and characterized in detail in the GCS geomodel,
here called reservoir classes. However, considering only producing reservoirs will
underestimate storage, when deep saline aquifers also need to be considered. For this
reason all known subsurface reservoirs are considered irrespective of the fluid type. The
outcome is identification of RC and non-RC intervals throughout the basin fill. Between
RCs, fewer data are required to characterize, as they are not being targeted for primary
fluid storage. To best model these large volumes of the subsurface, multiple scales of
investigation, each having an imbedded hierarchy, are integral to this workflow.
Define Sedimentary Systems: Because each of the five reservoir classes
represents one or more sedimentary systems defined by many sedimentation regions,
there is a high probability that truncation, local erosion and reworking can modify the
depositional record (Table 2.1). In cases where sedimentation regions may be
amalgamated or remnant, or data is too sparse to rigorously define sedimentation regions,
it may be necessary to employ a more pragmatic approach and identify regions of similar
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range of values. These may define domains in the subsurface dataset that override the
sedimentation region sensu stricto.
The definition and arrangement of sedimentation regions within the highest
frequency cycles is a critical step for controlling the distribution of rock properties in the
geocellular model (Figs. 2.11A-E). When each of the sedimentary attributes described
previously is assigned to a sedimentation region, one can distribute properties using
geostatistical methods correlated to, and constrained by, geologic process e.g., geological
upscaling. The correlation of response to process generates a level of reproducibility for
the geologic scenario being modeled and justifies the selection and ranking of multiple
geostatistical realizations of log facies distributions (Table 2.2).
Because there are multiple scales of stratigraphic cyclicity recorded by each
reservoir class, mapping at the RC scale (approximately equivalent to 2nd-order) fails to
capture lateral variations in sedimentation that occur in the higher frequency cycles. To
capture the high-resolution geologic heterogeneity, the small sequences (50 m) must be
mapped, even if they will not be retained within the model. Therefore, to capture changes
in sedimentation region through time requires sedimentation region maps for the total
number of small sequences in each reservoir class. For example, a vertical boundary
through the model would intersect multiple layers in which the region boundaries are
laterally offset.
Classify Basin’s RC Portfolio
Five reservoir classes were identified based on production (water, oil and gas),
lithologic proportions (limestones, dolomites and sandstones vs. shales and evaporites),
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EODs with high effective pore volumes (carbonate platforms, eolian dunes, incised
valley fills, deltaic and strandline coastal sandstones), and depth below aquifers; these are
summarized in Table 2.1. Each reservoir class is composed of one or more sedimentary
systems and is bounded by surfaces correlated across the basin (Fig. 2.11A-E). The
character of the rock volume varies considerably within this large volume and represents
significant geologic heterogeneity at many scales recording over 250 million years of
sedimentation processes.
The basal RC1 (Madison Limestone) is one of the primary targets for brine
aquifer CO2 storage (Fig. 2.11A). It has large total volume, ranging from 50 – 500 meters
thickening northward and is composed of interbedded dolomites (representing oolites and
peloidal packstones), limestones, and evaporites (Sonnenfeld, 1996). Five intermediatescale stratigraphic sequences help correlate the limestone intervals and frame the
dolomite architecture. While type I (primary) porosity is limited to small regions, type II
(secondary) porosity (e.g., dolomitic and dissolution features) is concentrated in the lower
portion; these provide the largest amount of effective porosity and permeability (Smith et
al., 2004). Facies-selective type III (fractured) pore networks are concentrated in the
upper Madison along lagoonal mudstones and brecciated intervals (Lorenz et al., 1997).
Type II porosity involves dolomitized subtidal and lagoonal settings, with porosity
averaging 16% and ranging from 10-35%. Zones that are not dolomitized have very low
porosity and permeability. Permeability is highest in fracture zones, which are
concentrated in specific facies, which promote detachment and brecciation during
folding. Type II porosity mimics depositional patterns to produce a banded fabric with
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breccia zones overprinted. The effective pore volume of RC1 is governed primarily by
dissolution and solution related to the recharge in the east and pooling of brines in the
deepest part in the west.
RC2 (Minnelusa Formation) contains three packages of unconformity-bounded
intermediate-scale units composed of eolian and shallow marine sandstones, sabkah
evaporites and shallow water carbonates (Fig. 2.11B) (Kerr et al., 1986). The reservoirs
in this unit are high quality (type I pores) but localized, being formed by the draping of
individual sand dunes by either dolomite or shale (Frederick et al., 1995). Type I and II
porosity are depositional and permeability is limited to eolian sandstones, averaging 11%
and ranging 10-22%. Permeabilities average 68 mD (milliDarcies) and range between 1500 mD. Ergs are much more homogeneous and widespread than coastal dunes, between
which variation in porosity and permeability is negligible. Complex interfingering of a
thick eolian erg with transitional coastal dunes and sabkahs separates the erg sands from
peritidal to subtidal clastics and dolomites. Although this is a smaller volume interval,
RC2 is capped by a 300+ m-thick succession of shales, evaporites and limestones that
represents a significant barrier to CO2. These two RCs may effectively act as one
combined flow unit. Additionally, the rich oil reserves in RC2 represent economic EOR
potential.
RC3 consists of stacked incised valley fill (IVF) successions (e.g., the Lakota,
Fall River and Muddy Sandstones) composed of fluvial, lagoonal, beach and deltaic
sandstones and mudstones (Fig. 2.11C) (Wheeler, 1986; Gardner et al., 1995). Each of
these porous and permeable fluvio-deltaic sandstones (type I pores) forms long narrow
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compartmentalized permeability pathways along unconformities eroded into and capped
by thin sealing shales, except above the uppermost unit (Muddy Sandstone) (Gardner,
2001). The upper IVF, RC3 will be modeled in this project; the lower two will remain
for future work. The RC3 sandstones average 11% primary porosity and range 6-17%.
Permeabilities average 35 mD with a range of 0.1 to 150. This system represents a
corridor 10s of km long by several km wide and less than 20 m-thick geometry filled with
a complex architecture, which creates the variety of depositional features that cause this
three-order-of-magnitude range of permeability. This interval is rich in production,
however being highly permeable; this RC may be in direct communication with outcrops
(evidenced by oil staining in the outcrops and a hand-dug oil well) and therefore
represent a potential leakage unit.
The deltaic and offshore sandstones in RC4 (Frontier Fm.) represent a 300 mthick wedge of sandstone pinching eastward into shale (Fig. 2.11D). Sandstones in the
lower long-term sequence are restricted to the southwestern portion of the PRB, while the
upper crosses the study area. This upper large-scale sequence contains two intermediatescale sequences that records seaward (eastward) progradation of the deltaic system and is
generally encased in shales (Merewether et al., 1979; Weimer and Flexer, 1985;
Bhattacharya and Willis, 2001). The migration of shallow-marine environments (e.g.,
delta front, shelf and offshore) results in highly variable pore types and networks (Winn
et al., 1983). Sandstones have 21% primary porosity on average with a range of 10-32%.
Average permeability is 270 mD, ranging from 85-500. These deposits are generally fan
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shaped 5-10 km wide by 20-30 m thick. The greatest porosity is in the more channelized
regions and the delta front region.
The uppermost RC5 represents strandline deposits associated with a series of
disconnected offshore bars encased in mudstone (e.g., Shannon, Sussex and Parkman
Members) that produce localized but high quality, high volume reservoirs when in fluid
communication with each other (Fig. 2.11E) (Weimer, 1960; Tillman and Martinsen,
1987; Tillman, 1997). As a result of wave and current energy reworking and effectively
“cleaning” these sands, the resulting large reservoirs can have voluminous pore networks
(Tillman, 1997). Primary porosity averages 13% and ranges between 6-20%.
Permeability averages 30 mD with a range of 1 to 100. Being encased in shales, these
represent long linear sealed containers (up to 10 km long by 1 km wide and 20 m thick)
that progressively thin and pinch out eastward into marine mudstone. The paleomarine
wave-base across a wave and storm dominated clastic shoreface determined
sedimentation regions that change from sand-rich shoreface, eastward to interbedded
sand and mud shelf, to mudstone toward the axis of the Cretaceous seaway. This RC is
the shallowest of the five and may contain a suite of moderate volume, high quality
storage sites.
Subsurface Input Data and Calibration
The PRB has a rich dataset for constructing a GCS geomodel integrating both
geology and engineering. The 2D subsurface database (permitting cross section or map
view examination) contains over 28,000 wells with over 60 stratigraphic tops (some are
shown on Fig. 2.1B) that were used as initial geologic control to calibrate the structural
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and stratigraphic framework used in the 3D geomodel. Only vertical wells were used in
this geomodel construction and are shown in Figure 2 with color-coding for the five RCs
used in the geomodel. The 2D database includes 28,000 wells with digital raster-log
images that were used in the initial basin-scale reservoir characterization and data quality
control. The laboratory core analyses for 300 wells were digitized for use in porosity log
calibration and for permeability prediction in the 3D geomodel. For the 5260 wells with
digital log ascii data, 4000 wells with higher quality porosity log suites (density + neutron
+ sonic + resistivity) were used for estimating log facies, effective-porosity, and matrix
permeability for use in the geomodel property distributions. The higher quality logs
included 1540 high-quality, normalized bulk density (RHOB) plus neutron porosity
(NPHI) combination log suites, 1290 good-quality density + resistivity log suites and
1170 moderate-quality suites, just sonic + resistivity logs. The core-to-log facies were
calibrated using 15 cores (510 m) with descriptions tied to log petrophysical responses
(Fig. 2.6). Pre-existing basin outcrop studies (e.g., Bhattacharya and Willis, 2001, and
many others) were used to calibrate architecture in the subsurface correlations. Preexisting fault and basin tectonic studies (e.g., Blackstone, 1983; Stone, 2003) were used
to constrain the geomodel structural framework. Lack of core data coverage in RC1
(Madison Limestone) was compensated by incorporating subsurface analogs of nearby
basins (Sonnenfeld, 1996; Sonnenfeld pers. comm. 2009/2010) and large-scale recharge
analysis of the PRB to constrain porosity and predict permeability trends across the basin.
In order to take full advantage of petrophysical data measured in labs, the
sedimentary information contained in core and outcrop is upscaled by the geologist as
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opposed to the engineer or model builder. This includes the steps described above in
facies and architectural element analysis (Figs. 2.5 and 2.6). The 22 core facies defined in
this study preserve depositional fabric and are related to hydrodynamic conditions during
their formation. During the process of well log clean up and normalization, these core
facies provide a way to calibrate the log-derived log facies established from log cutoffs
and algorithms (e.g., if-then statements [Appendix E], fuzzy logic, etc.). Two calculated
logs are derived from this calibration step (total porosity and shale volume) to calculate
effective porosity. When core porosity and log porosity are calibrated, log permeability
can be correlated and estimated from core permeability, providing relationships for
permeability distribution.
Sedimentary Attribute Generation
Process Facies Attributes: The depositional fabric of sedimentary rocks records a
spectrum of sedimentation processes that occurred during their deposition and
preservation. The formative depositional processes are characterized during facies
analysis, which bins potentially similar, and often overlapping, but distinct fabrics into a
discrete and finite number of lithofacies (e.g., ripple laminated fine sandstone, trough
cross bedded coarse sandstone, finely interlaminated siltstone and very fine sandstone).
Because these lithofacies can number in the dozens and have overlapping petrophysical
properties, they must be group into facies assemblages (representing sedimentation units)
based on a common set of rock properties (Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.6). It is common to see up
to four orders of magnitude range in these petrophysical properties from the poorest to
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highest quality reservoir rock (Fig. 2.4A). Using lab measured porosity and permeability
cross plots, it is possible to correlate these broad property distributions of lithofacies to
define a narrower range of facies assemblages (Fig. 2.4B). It is this set of genetically
derived facies that are used to calibrate and condition log-derived log facies (Fig. 2.6 and
Appendix A).
Sedimentary Body Attributes: The compound and time-averaged record of
multiple geologic lithofacies is reflected in three-dimensional sedimentary bodies
bounded by surfaces, commonly referred to as a facies association (Fig. 2.7) (e.g., Van
Wagoner, 1985). These 3D bodies represent discrete sedimentary volumes (e.g., linear
channelform or accretion wedges) that contain diagnostic lithofacies associations.
Linking the subsurface modeling volume to lithofacies associations of sedimentary
bodies helps constrain property distribution. Sedimentary bodies are defined by lithology,
thickness and log facies trends to describe mesoscale sedimentary architecture. This is
typically underemphasized in many studies, but acts to tie facies to stratigraphy.
Sedimentary Attribute Distribution - Vertically
Defining Hierarchy of Stratigraphic Layers: Sedimentary process facies,
sedimentary bodies, and sedimentation regions change through time and therefore need to
be placed within a hierarchical stratigraphic framework (Fig. 2.10). The smallest-scale
sequences within the framework record the conformable migration of laterally adjacent
sedimentation regions. These compose a series of larger-scale sequences defined by the
stacking patterns of the smaller sequences. This produces a sedimentary architecture that
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documents spatial trends in lithofacies, bodies and regions and groups them into a
hierarchy of stratigraphic sequences. Furthermore, this identifies sequence stacking
patterns, which record lateral migration of the depositional profile and permit prediction
in data poor sections of the model.
A hierarchy of stratigraphic sequences provides the context for analyzing changes
in sedimentary architecture. These sequences are bound by mappable stratal surfaces,
which represent widespread erosion and/or nondeposition and that change to conformable
rock volumes elsewhere. These changes complicate stratigraphic correlation. The high
well density in this dataset facilitates recognition of surface-to-rock correlations that
occur across the sedimentary systems. This stratal-surfaces classification scheme is
applicable to all sedimentary systems and is used to consistently classify surface types
and calibrate results to the other systems and sedimentary basins; the stratal surface
classification scheme includes these four types:
1) Time significant unconformable surfaces caused by erosion, karsting, or
dissolution (sequence boundaries).
2) Lithologic contacts (based on changes in rock type).
3) Time significant marine flooding surfaces and condensed sections (typically
deeper water rocks over shallow/terrestrial water rocks).
4) Geologically instantaneous event beds or “timelines” (in this case defined by
volcanic ash fall deposits forming claystone).
Establishing a stratigraphic framework based on a hierarchy of stratigraphic cycle
for the PRB enables the partitioning of sedimentation regions and the correlation of
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reservoir layers to the stratigraphic framework. In the case of RC4, regional
paleogeography maps were created to capture stratigraphic changes in region
architecture. These maps document local uplift and subsidence, lateral sedimentation and
shoreline trends and the longitudinal profile consisting of the delta-front/shoreface,
marine shelf and offshore marine regions. They are correlated to isochore and facies
proportion maps and vertical proportion curves to capture sedimentation patterns in each
region. The four-fold hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles (2nd- to 5th-order) for the PRB 1st
order fill includes, in order of decreasing duration and thickness:
1) One 1st-order cycle (420 m.y. Paleozoic and Mesozoic) entire PRB fill (up to
15,000 ft/ 4500 m)Five 2nd-order cycles (8-12 m.y.) roughly coinciding with
reservoir classes (800-1500 ft/ 250-450 m
2) Four to six 3rd-order cycles (2 m.y.) in each 2nd order, (150-700 ft/ 50-200 m
thick)
3) Three to eight 4th-order cycles (ca. 400 k.y.), in each 3rd order (100-300 ft/ 30100m thick)
4) Up to four 5th-order cycles (ca. 100 k.y.), in each 4th order, (less than 15 ft/ 50
m thick). They represent the fundamental reservoir pore-volume units within
the reservoir class.
Correlate Sequence Hierarchy
to Modulate Reservoir Layers: Stratigraphic cross sections, oriented parallel and
perpendicular to direction of sediment transport, were constructed and a subset of wells
were correlated (using baselevel fall and rise hemicycles) at less than 15 meter resolution
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(as a pilot in RC4) to assess the architecture at the sub 5th-order cycle scale (Fig. 3.11D
and focus of Manuscript 2). Mapping at this scale, being below the resolution of the 50meter model layer, allows characterizing the depositional trends and the fine-scale
architecture that comprises them. This was done within a high-resolution framework
containing ten basin-wide marker beds (bentonites representing altered volcanic ash). Ten
thickness (isopach) and lithology (isolith) maps were constructed to guide interpretation
of the sedimentary architecture. Thickness maps were compared to isolith maps to
understand the distribution of pore volumes, such as distinguishing sand-rich thicks from
sand-poor ones.
Basin-wide marker beds permit modeling at 60-200 m thick 3rd-order sequences.
The fundamental pore-volume compartments, sandstone bodies 10-40 km wide by up to
30 m thick, can be offset by up to 50 km or more within the 5th-order stratigraphic
sequence (denoted as RC4.1, 4.2 etc.). This produces multiple isolated pore-volume
compartments in one modeling layer. If these are not identified at the sub-modeling scale,
they will be averaged and over-represent the effective pore volume distribution.
RC4.1 and 4.2: The basal model layers have high pore volume in the SW part of
model area. The area consists of lobate or pod-shaped wave-dominated accretionary
wedge complexes 30 km wide and less than 70 km long and up to 30 m thick (Fig.
2.11D). They form local sediment thicks in the topset and represent the upper part of
upward coarsening and sandstone bed thickening successions. More channelization is
inferred when these sediment thicks are highly elongate, 5 km wide by 30 km long and
over 35 m thick and fine-upward. A basin-wide bentonite marker associated with a shale
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interval separates RC4.2 from RC4.3; this interval represents a significant vertical flow
boundary and confining layer.
RC4.3 and 4.4: The middle layer consists of mostly mudrocks with generally little
pore volume. Two isolated RC4.3 elongate sandstone bodies along the western margin of
the model area have similar dimensions to the fluvial valley fill in RC4.1. A basin-wide
erosional surface separates
RC4.5 strata from RC4.4 strata with local remnant valley fill sandbodies (the
RC4.5, Emigrant Gap Member of the Frontier Formation) preserved in the SW and
eastern parts of the basin, where they overlie the RC4.3 sandbodies and RC4.3
carbonaceous shales, respectively.
RC4.6: The uppermost layer (Wall Creek/Turner Sandy Member) unconformably
overlies RC4.5 and has the highest pore volume in this RCl. Lithology maps helped
identify sand-prone areas within the shoreface, shelf and offshore sedimentation regions.
Vertical proportion curves capture vertical trends within these sedimentation regions,
such as the upward increase in sandstone content common in shallowing-up sequences.
The basinward-stepping sequences in this interval stack to form a broad sandy shoreface
region consisting of prograding clinothems that thin and change to shelf/slope mudstones
basinward. The SW portion of the study area consists of amalgamated accretion wedge
complexes up to 50 m thick and 40 km wide and long. The inclined slope is dominated by
mudstones that separate shoreface and proximal shelf regions. The proximal shelf passes
basinward into the distal shelf containing thin-bedded sandstone turbidite lobes and
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channels detached and isolated from the more sandstone-rich source area to the SW. The
distal shelf region is more layered and contains smaller and more vertically isolated
sandstone lobe bodies 3-6 m thick by 5-10 km wide separated by up to 5 m thick
mudstones (Fig. 2.8 and 2.11d).
Sedimentary Attribute Distribution – Laterally
Sedimentation Region Analysis: A sedimentation region is defined by a suite of
properties (e.g., lithofacies and sedimentary bodies) and it records environments of
deposition (and erosion) governed by site-specific, geomorphic scale processes that
generate recognizable sedimentation patterns (e.g., shoreface, channel and lobe) (Table
2.3 and Fig. 2.8). These can be quantified by the following sedimentary attributes:
lithology, grain size and process facies, sedimentary body (shapes), azimuth (lateral trend
and spread), vertical trend (vertical proportion curves) and thickness.
Sequence Stacking Patterns: This step uses the two previous deterministic
methods to geostatistically populate a subset modeling volume. Porosity and permeability
structure is controlled by the stacking pattern of lithofacies in bodies and sedimentation
regions within and across the stratigraphic hierarchy. These larger rock volumes contain a
broader range of properties and trends reflecting the more diverse suite of bodies and
facies that comprise these geomorphic domains. This variability is captured through
vertical proportion curves (a technique used to help constrain the vertical distribution of
facies based on the probability defined by a subset of logs) and areal proportion maps
(including azimuth and degree of change laterally) to guide distribution of the range of
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properties. Because sedimentation regions correlate to environments of deposition they
also help define the sedimentary system. Sedimentation regions migrate in accordance to
Walther's Law (e.g., Middleton, 1973) in conformable succession of strata under high
accommodation conditions, but can be more complex under low accommodation and
therefore require a stratigraphic framework for definition (Fig. 2.10).
To demonstrate the workflow, the sedimentation regions of the upper part of RC4
are here examined (see also Chapter 3 for detailed sedimentological description). This
reservoir class houses the majority of its oil production in the upper sequence (RC4-5 and
4-6, Emigrant Gap and Wall Creek/Turner Sandy members, respectively), which
represents shoreface and reworked proximal shelf and associated enigmatic shelf/slope
sheet sandstone system characterized as follows (see Fig. 2.7 and Manuscript 2, Figs.
3.12-14).
The shoreface region (restricted to the southwestern PRB, the Wall Creek
Member) consists of amalgamated sandstones that coarsen and thicken upward
(decreasing gamma ray) and have good porosity (12-20%) and permeability 0.5 – 100
mD. Focused sedimentation at the river mouth can form large reworked swash bar and
beach barrier ridge wedge sedimentary bodies that stack to form 30-50 and long, 5-20 km
wide, by up to 50 m thick composite wedge bodies.
The proximal shelf region consists of reworked shoreface sandstones
amalgamated across regional sequence boundaries, commonly intensely bioturbated and
showing a bimodal to blocky (>10 m-thick) shoaling up log motif. This may be the result
of localized forced regression and erosion during transgression.
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The distal shelf region (restricted to southeastern PRB in RC4-6, Turner Sandy
Member) consists of thinly interbedded and/or bioturbated sandstones and mudstones,
with sandstones showing good porosity (8-13%), but low permeability (less than five
mD). The thin sandstones beds are isolated vertically and laterally but can form relatively
sandstone-rich successions. Three northward-stepping depocenters were identified in
isochore and sandstone percent maps and record compensation to higher-accommodation
sites, still undergoing significant reworking of deltaic derived sediment (transported
eastward) by southward-directed long-shore currents.
Localized linear channel regions dissect all three previously described regions.
These have higher sandstone percent, blocky (< 10-m thick) to fining up The topset
valley fill region (restricted to RC4-5) consists of amalgamated sandstones that thin and
fine upward (increasing gamma ray) and show good porosity (12-20%) and fair
permeability (0.5-10 mD). They form narrow and elongated sand bodies 5km wide, up to
70 km long and up to 70 m thick.
It is at this level of detail that the fundamental porosity and permeability
architecture can be grouped into geocellular models retaining important heterogeneity
that governs the subsurface target and seal characteristics for GCS projects. This
geological characterization provides the modeling inputs identified on the bottom right of
Figure 2.12. In this study, fluids, pressure and dynamic data are not included. These will
be fundamental in the reservoir simulation phase not discussed here.
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Workflow For GCS Geomodel Construction
One of the challenges with this subsurface study is utilizing established modeling
methods that retain multiple scales of heterogeneity in a petrophysical model designed for
simulation at the basin scale. This requires expansion of the geologic upscaling methods
derived from the outcrop modeling studies and an increased reliance on depositional
environments defined from more general descriptions of the sedimentary systems that
define the five reservoir classes in the PRB. The modeling workflow deployed in this
study builds on methods established in geologic modeling of outcrop analogs for deepwater reservoirs (Atan et al., 2001; Borer, 2005). Unlike subsurface models where the
geology can never be verified, outcrop modeling can establish methods that reproduce the
target sedimentary architecture of the outcrop being modeled.
The GCS geomodel construction employs outcrop modeling techniques as well as
reservoir characterization methods. These geomodels were constructed in phases, first the
RC4 (Frontier) as a southern 1/3 basin sector model to test stratigraphic layering
strategies and data distribution cases. Then the larger whole basin geomodel was
constructed incorporating all five RCs with 30 surfaces and 20 zones (Fig. 2.13). The
workflow for the initial RC 4 GCS sector model is similar to the other RC GCS
geomodels, but with different internal stratigraphic layering constraints. The complete
basinwide CGS geomodel required larger geo-cell sizes, but with the use of upscaled
geologic constraints still retained sufficient heterogeneity used in flow simulation testing.
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Construct 3D Model Framework
The whole basin geomodel was constructed using a thrust-faulted framework
containing all five RC units. However, the five individual basin sector models did not
incorporate faults, and were simply terminated near the basin edge. All thrust faults were
approximated as piecewise linear planes to simplify the geomodel construction in
complex basin edges, and yet retain the overall structural configuration (Stone, 2009 pers.
com.). The master structural surfaces for each of the five RC’s and basement were
mapped, hand edited in sparse data areas, and tied to stratigraphic picks in wells. Internal
stratigraphic surfaces within each RC unit were mapped as isochores, hand edited, and
then added to the controlling structural surface to create new 3D internal structural
constraining surfaces that were also tied to stratigraphic picks. The present day surficial
elevation grid was used as the top of geomodels and upper bounding unconformity.
For the five individual RC basin sector models the fine stratigraphic layering was
set to approximately one to three meter range depending on the flow unit geologic detail
required. The five individual RC basin sector models used an areal xy grid cell size of
400 x 400 meters, which is approximately 40 acres. For the whole basin geomodel, the
fine stratigraphic layering ranged from two to 15 m-thick depending on the flow unit
geologic detail required. The whole basin geomodel used an area xy grid cell size of 800
x 800 meter, which is approximately 160 acres.
Distribute Rock Properties in 3D Geomodel
To distribute the rock property data in the geomodels, the wells (n=3000) with
usable digital data for log facies, shale volume, effective porosity and estimated
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permeability were imported into the 3D modeling package. The 0.15 meter-scale log ascii
data was then blocked (upscaled) to the local vertical grid size (e.g. one to three m
averages) in the individual RC basin sector models. Two cases for porosity and
permeability were distributed. One case distributed log facies using vertical proportion
curves and regions and then added porosity and permeability within log facies. The other
case relied only on the internal stratigraphic geo-grid details to distributed porosity using
co-kriging (based on well logs and geo-templated maps), then permeability using a
permeability/porosity transform (Fig. 2.14). All cases used RC and sedimentation region
specific variograms. Vertical variograms were generated from log data. The areal
azimuthal variograms were based on depositional analogs, since even within developed
fields there is usually insufficient close-spaced well data to reliably estimate areal
variograms.
At each step of geomodel construction, quality control cross section and 2D
average maps were made throughout the 3D geomodel volume to check for realistic
geologic data distributions away from well log hard data controls. Both whole basin
model (100 million geocells) and the single RC basin sector models (50 to 80 million
geocells each) will be available as a deliverable for flow-simulation upscaling and testing
of GCS strategies. These static geomodels are a work in progress and are a starting point
for further geo-constraint additions including additional structural and stratigraphic detail,
and fracture descriptions for characterizing natural fracture permeabilities. Geomodels of
this size require significant computational resources, including 64 bit operating systems
that can access a minimum of 12 gigabytes of memory.
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Results
This study provides three main contributions to test the feasibility of GCS: 1)
implication of gross pore volume calculations in five reservoir classes, representative of
GCS in onshore structural basins; 2) illustration of detailed geologic characterization
workflow for one reservoir class; and 3) impact of geologic considerations on the
portrayal of connected pore volume distributions at the basin scale. Outcomes from this
study represent a compilation of data and workflow that results in a large high-resolution
3D model at a scale required for CCS screening and feasibility assessment. To impact
emissions, GCS deployment scenarios must build upon assumptions that retain maximum
geologic detail in order to minimize uncertainty and reduce risk.
The full basin geomodel for all the RCs is constrained by 30 surfaces and 20
regions (Fig. 2.13). These calculations demonstrate that increased heterogeneity reduces
the connected pore volume and highlights the problem with homogeneous models for
assessment of GCS. The complete GCS geomodel required 100 million geocells, but with
the use of upscaled geologic constraints and the single RC basin sector models (50 to 80
million geocells each) it still retained sufficient heterogeneity.
Heterogeneity Retention Increases
With Rigorous Geologic Characterization
A simple test was conducted to assess the impact of geologic characterization
(stratigraphic hierarchy and sedimentation regions) on gross pore volume (GPV as an
estimate of potential total pore volume in the static geology only, no account for faults or
fractures, fluid presence or quality, static or dynamic pressure, nor production history).
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Publicly available oil field data (Wyoming Geological Society, 2000; WOGCC, 20082009) were used to calculate GPV by using two methods: a factor (one average value
across entire study area) vs. region method (constraining average values to discrete
modeling layers and domains characterized by similar properties; Appendix B). Bulk
rock volumes (n=38) were computed using stratigraphic surfaces gridded in 2-D database
software for the hierarchy of sequences that comprise each RC. Polygons (n=103) were
created outlining sedimentation regions in each of the small sequences and volumes were
computed.
Reservoir properties from oil field data, porosity and net to gross thickness
(percent of gross thickness containing porosity used, NTG) based on 137 data points,
were averaged differently for the two methods (factor vs. regions) and with and without
stratigraphy (four total values). For the factor method, porosity was calibrated to and
averaged across the net pay and sequence thicknesses, which allowed computing a NTG.
NTG values for this method therefore reflect GPV averaged across entire basin for whole
RC and each sequence in stratigraphic hierarchy, permitting evaluation of impact of
stratigraphic hierarchy without sedimentation region constraint (box 1 and 2 in Figs.
2.15A-C). The region method used sedimentation region polygons to group values to
average both without stratigraphy and then averaged by each sequence and summed, this
compares the impact of stratigraphy alone (box 3 and 4 in Figs. 2.15A-C). These regionspecific values were then summed to provide a total GPV for each sequence (Table 2.4).
The impact of sedimentation regions on the total GPV for a large sequence is based on
sedimentation regions characterized at that scale.
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The result is that a 2nd-order GPV for an RC generated by regions and hierarchy
of sequences may vary from GPV generated by regions without hierarchy of sequences
(Fig. 2.16). Because the RCs represent different sedimentary systems, they were analyzed
individually in Table 2.3 and summarized in Table 2.4. This allowed identification of
three types of reservoir classes: 1) similar stratigraphy and sedimentation region
arrangements; 2) dissimilar stratigraphy but similar sedimentation region arrangements;
and 3) dissimilar stratigraphy and sedimentation region arrangements (Fig. 2.16). This
illustrates the importance of sedimentation region analysis at the highest resolution
sequence scale.
Static 3D Geomodel Ready for
Upscale to Fluid Flow Simulation
Construction of this GCS geomodel has provided a detailed workflow outlining
the importance of geological grouping techniques and emphasizing the impacts of
retaining multiscale geological heterogeneity. Because this study was designed for
analyzing GCS potential, the workflow methods can be applied to basin studies in any
onshore basin targeted for CCS or in areas with inherently high uncertainty.
The outcomes of this research include a family of GCS geomodels (Table 2.1 and
Fig. 2.13). A whole basin model was constructed from 30 surfaces from Precambrian
basement to present day topography and contain 20 zones. 3000 wells were used to
distribute the four properties (log facies, Vshale, effective porosity, matrix permeability)
in this 170,000 km3 volume containing 50 million cells, each measuring up to 800 by 800
meters on a side and 3 meters thick. There are six faults bounding the whole basin
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geomodel, four severing and two partially puncturing the strata. Basin-wide sector
models characterize each of the reservoir classes using 50-80 million cells and 3000
wells, constructed of up to ten surfaces and nine zones with cells 400 by 400 meters on a
side and up to one meter thick. These RC-specific sector models can be exported to other
data-poor basins where they can be calibrated with sparse data.
Static GCS Geomodel Applications
Flow-simulation ready GCS geomodels provide geological input to predict longterm migration path risks during the life of the injection simulation (e.g., 20%, 50% and
80% geomodel pore volume injected) and permit quantification of effective permeability
heterogeneity on CO2 sequestering retention time (100, to 10,000 yrs). Many of the
questions being discussed at national and international CCS conferences can be addressed
by assessing some key geological attributes such as, geo-connectivity for CO2 flow paths
and seals, geo-input for testing upscaling options as well as for flow simulations to test
sequestering options like lithology for storage and seal integrity and matrix for retention.
Accurate forecasting and assessment of uncertainty and risk for industrial-scale
storage of CO2 in basins require multiscale heterogeneous geomodels incorporating
multiple disciplines. The geological characterization and geomodel construction provide
many platforms for this multiscale study to bring together many different but integrated
areas of research to provide potential solutions to industrial scale CCS. Further model
applications include: basin-scale CO2 storage volume estimates, site screening,
identifying high-risk flow migration pathways, characterizing regional seal integrity,
testing alternate upscaling methods and flow simulation algorithms.
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Conclusions
The Powder River Basin represents an exceptional laboratory for characterizing
geology, generating input for 3D geomodels and examining industrial scale CCS issues.
The robust high quality data set permits characterizing a portfolio of five different
reservoir classes that are common to most onshore cratonic basins and documenting their
multiscale heterogeneity at a resolution previously reserved for field-scale reservoir
geomodels. This permits interrogating a 3D geomodel based on actual geology with
questions regarding the many different facets of CCS deployment strategies. Impacts of
alternative methods for upscaling than those used in this study can be assessed. The PRB
is essentially GCS ready; it contains large CO2 resources, is near ample point sources of
CO2, and it has in place and proposed CO2 pipeline. Collaboration of a diverse range of
scientists and policy makers could influence actual CCS deployment. Industrial-scale
CCS includes both government regulators and industry partners that together enable CCS
in the PRB and effectively immediately impact emissions.
The PRB geomodel represents a valuable dataset because of the realistic geologic
characterization. The PRB workflow emphasizes steps used in the construction of a
family of geomodels required to retain multiscale heterogeneity in a portfolio of
reservoirs at the basin scale. The geologic characterization workflow created a portfolio
of GCS resources within an entire basin and identified three types of reservoir classes.
Impacts of gross pore volume calculations are significantly impacted (up to a factor of 2)
by the degree of detail included in the computation. Workflows presented (defined) for
retaining geodetails are linked to upscaling and assessing gridding strategies and stress
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the importance of a hierarchical stratigraphic framework embedded with sedimentation
region analysis at the highest resolution possible. More realistic geomodels represent
platforms to assess implementation strategies; they provide gross volumetric estimates for
storage, injectivity and migration (i.e., monitoring); and they represent common datasets
that encourages more integration of all members in this new industry.

Table 2.1. Reservoir classes are defined by multivariate attributes at multiple
scales.
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Grain size Sorting

Primary structures

Shale with thin SS beds

Dark marine shale

Claystone

cemented

20

21

22

23

variable

clay

Shale

Shale - silt

Shale - silt

na

NA
none

<50

10-100+ <10

<1
none

60-80

10-00+

<1

50-70

200+

100+

<3

30-50

100+

1-3

1-3

70-90

100

95

85

95

100

100+

1-20

200+

100+

100+

<50

1-3

1-8

5-15

2-10

100+

5-20

100

100

10-30 60-80

20-40 80-120

100

95

100

100

100

100+

100+

<80

<100

100

100

NA
100+

100

NA

<50

10-20

20-30

20-50

20-30

20-50

30-50

20-50

<10

Bedset SS %
(thickness cm)

Bed

0.08

0.01

0.1

0.01

0.6

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.1

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.05

0.1

0.01

0.1

0.1

1

5

2

1

1

4

3

2

2

2

4

4

2

4

12

deposition from moderate concentration, moderate
velocity flow (traction carpets)
deposition or reworking from uni/bidirectional flow, above
FWWB
deposition or reworking from uni/bidirectional flow, at or
below FWWB
deposition from low concentration mod to low velocity
flow
repeated rapid deposition from high-concentration flow,
locally dewatered
intermittant rapid deposition from high-concentration
flow, locally dewatered and/or burrowed
low frequency deposition from flows, poss reworked by
waves, above FWWB

23 unidirectional low concentration low velocity flow

12

12

14

11

18

12

15

17 freezing or rapid deposition from high-concentration flow

4 rapid deposition from high-concentration flow

6 unidirectional low concentration mod to high velocity flow

14

repeated deposition from mostly unidirectional low
concentration high velocity flow
deposition from uni/bidirectional low concentration mod
23
velocity flow

6 freezing of debris flow to high concentration flow

100

2

20

weathered volcanic ash deposit

suspension deposition

low frequency deposition from flows, poss reworked by
waves, between FWWB and SWB
low frequency deposition from flows, poss reworked by
0.1 13.5 13.5
waves, at or below SWB
low frequency deposition from low concentration low
velocity flows,
low frequency deposition from very low concentration
15
8
17
very low velocity flows,
very low frequency deposition from very low
2
2
2
concentration very low velocity flows,

50

2

1

2

40

150

0.1

150

50

0.05

0.1

150

20

0.3

100

20 erosional and/or reworked surface,

min

max Process interpretation

Porosity (%)

min

max

Perm (mD)

Table 2.2. Facies descriptions and interpretations help define grouping strategies.
Right, well log values defining analog facies: Gamma Ray, (GR in API), Bulk
Density (RHOB in grams per cubic centimeter), Neutron Porosity (NPHI - %
porosity), Sonic (DT - microseconds per foot) and Resistivity (REST - Ohms). It is
necessary to group based on the scale that the logs permit recognition. For example,
all the facies 1-13 were indistinguishable in well logs, so were lumped into “higher
energy facies”. See Appendix E for statistical analysis of well-log generated log
facies.

Bioturbated mud and SS

Coarse lag

med SS aligned grains, planar
poor
laminae
granule
Med Structureless, planar
Clast-rich to conglom SS
poor
laminae
coarse SS
Amalgamated crossUF mod well - Trough cross
stratification
bedded SS
coarse SS
well
UF mod well - planar tabular cross
PT Cross bedded SS
stratification
coarse SS
well
mod - Trough cross stratification,
Muddy cross beds
F-Med SS
mod poor mud clasts or drapes
mod Soft sed deformed SS
F-Med SS
dewatering/load structures
mod poor
Uf - med
mod Structureless SS
structureless
SS
mod poor
Uf - med mod well Plane parallel SS A
planar laminae
SS
well
mod well - plane parallel to low angle strat
Swaley SS
Fine SS
with reactivation surfaces
well
mod well - plane parallel to low angle
Hummocky SS
Fine SS
stratification
well
mod Plane parallel SS B
VF SS
plane parallel, structureless
well
Faintly stratified
mod - Faint plane parallel, wispy
F SS
amalgamated SS
mod poor discontinuous mud drapes
Interbedded
VF - Fine mod poor
Burrows, loads, rip up clasts
deformed/bioturbated SS
SS
- poor
Amalgamated bioturbated VF - Fine mod poor
Diverse and abundant burrows
SS
SS
- poor
VF - Fine
Ripple laminated SS
well
Ripple cross laminae
SS
Interbedded thinly laminated VF - Fine mod well Planar laminae, mud drapes
SS with mud drapes
SS
well
VF - Fine mod poor
Bioturbated SS and mud
Diverse and abundant burrows
SS
- poor
Silt - VF
Interlaminated mud and SS
fine parallel laminae
SS

Facies

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

#

GR
60
0
85
30
100
60
400
85

Facies
1 MAX
1 MIN
2 MAX
2 MIN
3 MAX
3 MIN
4 MAX
4 MIN

120
70

120
70

75
60

DT
70
0

Calcite cement

Shale and bentonite

Faintly laminated +/wispy mud laminations,
may be structureless
thick to thin bedded
Parallel - ripple laminated
very fine to fine SS
Thinly interlaminated fine
SS siltstone, bioturbated
Thinly interlaminated
siltstone and mudstone
bioturbated

Swaley, hummocky fine
SS; or bioturbated SS with
no discernible structure

Cross-bedded upper fine
- coarse SS, thick &
medium bed, or muddy
fine-medium SS
Fine-medium SS, plane
parallel stratification lined
with pebbles
Deformed SS, mud clasts

Coarse grain to pebble lag

Core Facies Grouping

2.625
0

2.7
2.4

2.7
2.4

RHOB
3
2.45

50
0

100
1

200
3

REST
299
1

1
0.16

0.18
0.12

0.165
0.1

NPHI
0.11
0

Cemented SS

Lowest energy
facies
Mudrock

Interbedded or
bioturbated SS/mud

Lower energy
facies

Stratified or thick
bedded SS

Higher energy
facies

Log Facies Grouping
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1)

3)

2)

4)

Table 2.3. Example of gross pore volume (GPV) calculation methods including four
methods: 1) Factor method averaged across stratigraphy (each orange porosity and NTG
is averaged in the blue row); 2) factor method summed across stratigraphy then averaged
(each row in yellow is average of that stratigraphy in each region, then summed); 3)
region method averaged within region and across stratigraphy (each orange color averages
the porosity and NTG, and is then summed) and 4) region method averaged within region,
summed across stratigraphy (sum of all mint green colors).
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RC1

RC2

RC3

Table 2.3 continued. Table for each reservoir class (RC) showing results of calculation by
four methods.
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RC4

RC5

Table 2.3 continued. Table for each reservoir class (RC) showing calculation four
methods. Equations summarize technique. The impact of these two methods is discussed
in the text.

2nd- and 3rd-orders;
stratigraphy eroded in the
southern PRB,
upper 3 sequences 0% NTG
2nd- and 3rd-orders;
stratigraphy eroded in
northern PRB, stratigraphic
variation low; highcontinuity (H) but very lowconnectivity (V)
3rd-order only; 4th-order
sequences can be added to
isolate fluvial from deltaic
and shallow marine
sequences
2nd-4th-orders; highly
variable stratigraphy, lower
sequences truncated in SW
but conformable in SE PRB,
high-resolution sequences
defined in upper part (4-3)
2nd- and 3rd-orders;
Reservoir intervals very
stratified, thin sandstones
at top of thick mudstone
section composing
sequence, one mud-prone
sequence

Porosity, NTG,
estimates
from
Sonnenfeld
pers. Comm.
Porosity and
NTG data
based on oil
field data*

Porosity and
NTG data
based on oil
field data
Porosity and
NTG data
based on oil
field data

Porosity and
NTG data
based on oil
field data

RC1: Carbonate ramp to
platform – highly variable
stratigraphy and predictable
distribution of high porosity
facies

RC2: Cyclic sequences of
dolomite capped shoreface to
eolian sandstones, separated
by areas of sabkah and lower
shoreface mud

RC3: 3rd-order Incised valley
fill – isolates reservoir sand to
dendritic valley regions

RC4: Low-accommodation
clastic shoreline; restricted to
southern PRB; significant
lacunas truncate lower
sequences in SW PRB; upward
increase in lateral continuity

RC5: Low accommodation
strand lines bound by thick
mud sequences

Lower part restricted to
western PRB, middle
constrained to valleys and
upper part thin but continuous
shoreface, shelf and offshore
regions correlate across
southern PRB
High NTG regions restricted to
western PRB, muddy shelf over
much of the area/

Two valley systems; southern
capped by mud, northern one
capped by deltaic/ shallow
marine

5 regions based on complex
setting from eolian dune fields,
coastal dunes/sabkah,
shoreface and marine mud

Based on zones of anhydrite
(west) and depositional facies
(north, south)

Regions

2nd-order over-emphasizes
GPV by averaging over large
volume; 3rd-order with
regions emphasizes high GPV
zones, but removes 0% NTG
zones, otherwise underestimated
Stratigraphy without regions
l eads to over-estimate GPV at
the 3rd order, extrapolating
high porosity and NTG values
over thick mud interval (5-3)

Regions critical in isolating
GPV to valley regions

Regions remove low porosity
areas further reducing GPV,
more effective when
constrained by 3rd order
stratigraphy

3rd-order stratigraphy almost
doubles GPV, while regions
reduce it by 10-30%, more so
without stratigraphy

Impact

Table 2.4. . Summary of Gross Pore Volume (GPV) calculations. Regions that are similar in each stratigraphic sequence
will reduce GPV, but if they vary drastically with stratigraphy they may increase GPV.

Stratigraphy

Data source

Reservoir Class
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A. Storage Options: Sedimentary Basins
A) Geologic storage options (yellow)
and power plant locations to provide an
image of the distribution and source-tosink proximity for potential storage
locations and major CO2 point sources

Fig 1B

as reported by the Regional Carbon
Sequestration Partnerships (2003).

Explanation
PRB study area
Sedimentary basins
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Basement cored uplifts
BGM
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A
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B. Modeling Example:
PRB study area
PRB

B
BH

PD
MCA
CA
BFA
HU
CCA

MT
WY

All Wells (32209 wells in PRB database)
RC5: Mesaverde (3500 wells)
RC4: Frontier Fm (2740 wells)
RC3: Muddy SS (5960 wells)
RC2: Minnelusa (7290 wells)
RC1: Madison LS (389 wells)

BH

Y’
Type Well
Fig. 2

50

WRB

Y

150

Fig 3

210
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Major Coal-fire plant CO2 source
location, and MT/yr production
Coal-fire plant CO2 source
(possible)
CO2 production plant
Current CO2
pipeline

250
210
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R

200 km

210

50

2)
350 MMscf/day CO2 in

100 mi

Porcupine Dome
Miles City Arch
Casper Arch
Belle Fourche Arch
Hartville Uplift
Cedar Creek Anticline

PRB production

A
BF

1)
Madden Field
CO2 Production

Bighorn Mountains
Laramie Mountains
Black Hills
Owl Creek Mountains

Thrust faults
Synclines
Uplifts / anticlines

3)
Bell Creek
CO2 Project

OCM

Bighorn Basin
Wind River Basin
Powder River Basin

Proposed CO2
pipeline

Figure 2.1. Maps of study area. A) Study area location in context with other basins (yellow) and
CO2 point sources. B) Map of PRB study area showing structural setting, well data coverage and
GCS infrastructure. Coal-fired power plants, with present and proposed CO2 pipelines are
indicated. Note type well in Figure 2.2 and structural cross section X-X’ in Figure 2.3 shown. CO2
entering basin reported in MMscf/day - million standard cubic feet per day.
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(Frontier)
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4.5
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4.3
4.2
4.1
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Clastic shoreline, low to
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(Mesaverde)
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Upper Zuni B
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NR

Top of basin model

sandstone (reservoir)
carbonate (reservoir)
limestone (seal)
dolomite (seal)
evaporite (seal)
carbonaceous shale
shale

Top of Precambrian basement crystalline rock

Figure 2.2. Composite type well showing how modeling structure relates to stratigraphy
and the vertical distribution of RCs (RC1-5). Note, RC4, is example interval for highresolution methods. RCs have different sedimentary systems in each; the example used in
this model for each is indicated in parenthesis. these RCs represent approximately 40% of
Paleozoic and Mesozoic fill.
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Figure 2.3. Structural cross section showing modeling structure and stratigraphic distribution of RCs (RC1-5) and basin
bounding faults. Note, schematic heterogeneity produced by the architecture of each RC. Big Horn Mountain thrust based on
seismic interpretation (Stone, 1993).
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*Data from Dutton and Willis 1998
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Figure 2.4. Multi-scale geologic heterogeneity varies at each order, from pore to basin scale. A) Porosity logs calibrated to core
permeability incorporates up to four orders of magnitude variation in values in the well log data. B) Multiscale geologic
heterogeneity correlates to sedimentary processes that record sedimentation spanning multiple scales. C) At least 3 orders of
stratigraphic cyclicity are required in order to to document modulation of these attributes in hierarchical stratigraphic
framework.
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Stratigraphic Hierarchy

Baselevel cycles

Figure 2.5. Four scales of investigation each involve hierarchies. These include grain-scale, facies that record the energy
at the moment of deposition, to sedimentation units and bodies that record the magnitude and frequency of events, to
stratigraphic cyclicity that provides a temporal hierarchy of scales to document changes rock attributes.
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Figure
2.6. Workflow describing process used to group 20 sedimentary facies into 4 log facies to be distributed throughout
geomodel. A) Compiled facies data observed in core and outcrop produce core facies. B) Plots comparing log values by core
facies (see table 2); this identified four facies that can be distinguished with the well log data. C) Plot of well log suite with the
cutoffs (used in Figure 11) are compared to sedimentary facies. A script in the software used IF-THEN statements (appendix 1)
incorporated log values at each 0.5 ft from up to 5 well logs in each well to predict the log facies. The final result is the corecalibrated log facies curve, which was used to populate the remaining 1250 wells for the Frontier (RC4).
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A) Grouping: sedimentary process facies, sedimentation units (SU), and sediment bodies (SB)
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Figure 2.7. Steps taken for upscaling core facies: (A) into sedimentation units and then
sedimentary bodies; and (B) 3D Sedimentary bodies defined by facies and sedimentation
units form characteristic log shapes represent sedimentation regions. See Tables 2.2 for
facies.
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Figure 2.8. Sedimentation regions as map domains are defined by thickness, sandstone
percent, facies, bodies, and well log shape. CU - coarsening upward, FU - fining upwards.
Log shape cartoon represents gamma ray/resistivity profile and colors in indicate facies
in that part of the cycle (Table 2.2). 1 meter = 3.3 feet; 1 centimeter = 0.4 inches.
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Figure 2.9. Maps of southern PRB showing sediment region characterization (example in
RC4). Low stratigraphic resolution results in composite map (A). Sedimentation regions
are defined at the highest stratigraphic resolution, typically at the 4th or when possible
5th-order (B). 1000 wells with high-quality logs, core reports and sedimentary profiles
were used in all maps (C). Note variability between volume of cycles vs. regions in pie
charts (brown-WCT1, peach-WCT2, red-WCT3 and yellow-WCT4).
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Figure 2.10. A three-fold stratigraphic hierarchy is the minimum requirement for modeling large subsurface volumes. Time
scale from Gradstein, 2004 and biozone data from Merewether et al., 2007; refer to Figure 2.1 for biozone numbers. OAE =
global anoxic event (OAE1D - Erbacher, Thurow and Littke, 1996; OAE2 - Sageman, 2004). WC/T = Wall Creek-Turner
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Figure 2.11A. Sedimentary processes and post-depositional modification create reservoir heterogeneity at multiple scales in carbonate platform RCs. (1)
Hierarchy of stratigraphic sequences show complexity of initial heterogeneity. (2) Schematic distribution of reservoir heterogeneity (example from
Mississippian Madison Formation). (3) Northward thickening at each scale and facies partitioning reflecting increasing water depth, result in greater
amalgamation to the south and intensity of brecciation.
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Figure 2.14. Images from 3D modeling package. Upper left shows porosity (red is high,
pink is zero percent) distribution in RC4 with fence diagram (200-300 m thick). Lower
left shows sector model boundaries and general porosity distribution based on averaging
the entire RC4-6 (50-60 m thick interval). Right, from bottom to top, the four small-scale
sequences (10-20 m thick) better document the migration of porosity distribution upward
through the medium-scale sequence of RC4-6. The black polygon is approximate area of
detailed study area.
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Figure 2.15A. Block diagram illustrating four methods (1-4) used to calculated gross
pore volume (GPV) for RC2.
1) Factors (porosity and NTG) averaged across entire volume
2) Factors averaged across stratigraphy then summed across entire volume
3) Regions method averaged within region and across stratigraphy (each orange color
averages the porosity and NTG, and is then summed) and
4) region method averaged within region, summed across stratigraphy (sum of all mint
green colors).
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Figure 2.15B. Block diagram illustrating four methods (1-4) used to calculated gross
pore volume (GPV) for RC1.
1) Factors (porosity and NTG) averaged across entire volume
2) Factors averaged across stratigraphy then summed across entire volume
3) Regions method averaged within region and across stratigraphy (each orange color
averages the porosity and NTG, and is then summed) and
4) region method averaged within region, summed across stratigraphy (sum of all mint
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Figure 2.15C. Block diagram illustrating four methods (1-4) used to calculated gross pore
volume (GPV) for RC4.
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Figure 2.16. Chart showing Gross Pore Volume (GPV) results for the five reservoir classes (RC) highlighting three types of reservoir class. Type I RCs have similar stratigraphy
and similar arrangement of sedimentation regions. Type II RCs have stratigraphic
sequences without reservoirs, but similar arrangement of sedimentation regions. Type III
RCs are most complex, having both variable stratigraphy and variable sedimentation
region arrangements.
1) Factor method averaged across stratigraphy (blue)
2) factor method summed across stratigraphy then averaged (yellow)
3) region method averaged within region and across stratigraphy (orange)
4) region method averaged within region, summed across stratigraphy (mint green), see
Figure 2.12 for calculation method.
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Abstract
Linking modern sedimentary environments to sedimentary architecture requires
robust calibration of their temporal and spatial equivalence. A direct application of the
principle of uniformity uses sedimentary attributes and stratal relationships to link
depositional process to architectural response. Surficial processes, emphasized in delta
models, often cannot explain the variance in modern response and the poor correlation
between modern and ancient deltas. This contribution presents a solution to the
challenges with the application of the delta model so well defined in depositional terms,
to ancient stratigraphic sequences. Barrell (1917) used deltas to illustrate the material and
nonmaterial nature of geologic time (rock vs. diastem-surfaces with time value,
respectively). The physical expression of time and the role of preservation are
emphasized in evaluating Middle Cretaceous “delta” of the Frontier Fm. in NE
Wyoming. The following factors suggest that preservation is a primary control (in
addition to deposition) on ancient sedimentary architecture: 1) the downward trajectory in
parasequence stacking pattern; 2) thin, elongate, offset and isolated sandstone thicks; 3)
regional correlation of multiple and closely spaced erosional surfaces; 4) thin interval
(300 m) spanning a significant period of time (3 m.y.); and 5) the absence of delta-plain
deposits. The poor correlation between the regional Frontier delta shape in the Powder
River Basin and the suite of sedimentary components of modern deltaic environments is
better explained by remnants of shoreline and shelf sediments incompletely preserved
and spread across a broad stable tectonic platform. Foreland basin subsidence was lower
on this tectonic terrane than the aulacogens bounding it. Movement of different thrust
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segments along 10000-km (6000 mi) length of the North American Cordillera produced
multiple depocenters where sand was distributed the farthest eastward on this discrete
Wyoming Platform. This study provides an examination of current geologic
characterization for evaluating feasibility of subsurface carbon capture and storage. That
effort requires accurate geologic models that can predict the long-term fate of subsurface
storage of gigaton volumes of supercritical CO2.
Introduction
This paper addresses the fundamental distinction between spatial and temporal
processes contributing to a suite of areally limited and relatively short-term surficial
processes that defines the geomorphology of modern deltas. The challenge with applying
the principle of uniformity to the interpretation of sedimentary architecture is identifying
differences created by deposition and preservation. For example, the preservation of
sedimentary architectural elements produced by wave, tide, and river-dominated deltas or
depositional differences between deltas and strand line shorefaces. Stratigraphy records
geologic time both as material rock and nonmaterial surfaces and directly correlating an
ancient sedimentary pattern to a modern depositional environment can focusing more on
deposition, under-emphasizing the role preservation. This conclusion impacts geologic
characterization studies requiring high-resolution geologic models used for evaluating
subsurface carbon capture and storage. Such an effort requires large heterogeneous
geologic models that accurately predict the long-term fate of subsurface storage of
gigaton volumes of supercritical CO2.
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Ancient deltaic systems are commonly identified using models of modern deltaic
processes (Gilbert, 1885; Barell, 1912; Fisk and McFarlan, 1955; Grabau, 1960; Coleman
and Wright, 1975; and Galloway, 1975). These include: 1) long-lived, commonly
tectonically-controlled fluvial sediment input to the shoreline protrusion distributed by
channels separated by marshes, lagoons, and bays; 2) repeated seaward outbuilding of
clastic shoreline, whose position is governed by relative sea-level fluctuations; and 3)
sediment accumulated more rapidly than it can be redistributed by basinal processes
(1000 to 10,000+ feet thick), thereby generating a deposition-subsidence feedback loop,
by which deposition induces subsidence which in turn accommodates more sediment.
The outbuilding shoreline and high subsidence rates promote the development of marsh
environments and coal deposits. An important difference between ancient and modern
deltas is preservation. The geomorphology of a modern delta can be severely modified by
future wave ravinement upon the regional transgressions before it is buried in the rock
record (e.g., Dunvegan of Western Canada Cretaceous foreland basin, Plint and Kreitner,
2007).
The effect of deep geologic time (e.g., pre-existing crustal continent assembly
formed billions of years ago) is imprinted in the sedimentation of ancient deltas.
Considering deep time in a study requires considering the full range of events that
contribute to basin fill on continental crust, in particular differences in crustal rheology.
Tectonic subsidence often governs the regional-scale preservation potential of
sedimentary sequences. Variations in the strength and rheology of a Proterozoic
assemblage of continental crustal fragments influence the expression of the subsequent
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Mesozoic foreland basin. This paper examines an 8 million year stratigraphic succession
from the Western Interior Cretaceous Seaway framed in the 80 million year 1st-order
basin fill (Figs. 3.1 and 3.2). This permits assessing the role of crustal heterogeneities on
the interpretation of the easternmost sandstone wedge formed during the Turonian (Fig.
3.2D).
This work examines the temporal contribution of tectonic heterogeneity on a
foreland basin and the deltaic interpretation of the mid Cretaceous Frontier Formation in
the Powder River Basin of east-central Wyoming. The hypothesis to be tested here is that
these poorly preserved sedimentary patterns record variations in tectonic subsidence from
crustal heterogeneity and crustal anisotropy, rather than depositional deltaic processes.
Data And Methods
Data
This study builds upon previous work (Table 3.1) and a dataset including over
30,000 wells and stratigraphic tops and incorporates rock property measurements from
over 300 core plugs, two-dozen core descriptions and outcrop analogs from the Powder
River Basin (PRB), Wyoming and Montana (purple outline in Fig. 3.3). Uplifts (black
lines) and basement cored anticlines (black lines) rimming the basin margins expose
outcrops that controlled the subsurface core and well-log correlations across the 200 by
575 kilometer (125 by 360 mile) PRB. Core descriptions (orange stars) permit the facies
classification and documentation of systematic proximal to distal transition from
shoreface dominated to remnant storm-reworked shoreface (Appendix A and B). Over
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12,000 wells with raster log images (small black dots in Fig. 3.3) were correlated to
establish the structural and stratigraphic framework (containing up to 20 stratigraphic
sequences; Appendix C). The core plug data were digitized for interpretation and log
calibration.
To calibrate the subsurface digital data, core plug data (porosity, permeability,
grain density, oil and water saturation) were correlated to sedimentological descriptions
from 5 outcrops and 15 cores (Table 3.2; Appendix A). 1200 wells with high quality
porosity log suites were used (e.g., neutron, density and sonic porosity plus resistivity) to
estimate log facies, effective-porosity, and matrix permeability, including 1540 highquality, normalized neutron-density combination logs, 1290 good-quality log suites (two
porosity logs and resistivity) and 1170 moderate-quality log suites (one porosity log and
resistivity) (big black dots in Fig. 3.1). The core-to-log facies were calibrated to 23 cores
(510 meters, 1700 feet,) with core descriptions tied to petrophysical log responses
(Manuscript 1, Fig. 2.6).
Facies Analysis
The formative sedimentary processes are characterized by facies analysis, which
divides potentially similar but distinct fabrics into a discrete and finite number of
lithofacies (Table 3.2; e.g., ripple laminated fine sandstone, trough cross bedded coarse
sandstone, finely interlaminated siltstone and very fine sandstone). These lithofacies can
number in the dozens and have overlapping petrophysical properties; therefore they are
grouped into log facies (representing similar porosity and permeability relationships)
based on a common set of rock properties (Table 3.2). Six orders of sedimentary
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architecture were documented with wireline well-log data, up to four orders of magnitude
variation in permeability, and one order variation in porosity (Fig. 3.4). Using lab
measured porosity and permeability cross plots, it is possible to correlate these broad
property distributions of lithofacies to define a narrower range of log facies that can be
correlated to wireline logs (Table 3.2). Genetically derived facies are used to calibrate
and generate log facies (Fig. 3.5 and Appendix A). They also compose a hierarchy of
sedimentary bodies, defined by log shape, thickness, lithofacies and log facies attributes.
Stratigraphic Analysis
Stratigraphic sequences were correlated around the basin using more than 20
bentonite ash beds (which form gamma ray spikes in well log) to frame sandy intervals
(Appendix B). These were correlated to ammonite biozones to confirm ages from west to
east. Biozone bounded sandstone units were first documented by Merewether and others
(1979), where they divided the Frontier into eight units (Fig. 3.1 and 3.6). Bhattacharya
and Willis (1991) grouped these eight into three members (Belle Fourche, Emigrant Gap
and the Wall Creek) and Weimer and Flexer (1985) recognized a lower and upper Turner
Sandy member. This study uses these divisions combined with the three biozones of
Cobban (2006) to erect a four-fold hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles (Fig. 3.6). This
allows construction of thickness maps and vertical constraints to examine attribute
distribution to assess stacking patterns, facies distributions, and typical log shape
necessary to designate sedimentation regions (Fig. 3.7).
Based on detailed correlation, isopach, net sandstone and sedimentation region
maps were constructed across the four-fold stratigraphic hierarchy (Fig. 3.8). These were
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based on 1200 wells in the southern PRB (15,500 square kilometers, 6000 square miles)
where log density varied from several per section to one per township (Fig. 3.3). The
gridding for the maps was set at 60-meter (200-foot) on a side and gridded in Petra
software, which was then hand edited and recontoured to represent geologic features
more clearly (Fig. 3.9).
The stratigraphic hierarchy in this study builds sedimentary facies into
sedimentation units (defining depositional events) that build facies associations (also
called sedimentary bodies; Table 3.2, Figs. 3.4A and B). These sedimentary attributes are
used to define stratigraphic cycles and their stacking patterns (Fig. 3.4C). This approach
defines a hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles (initiation, growth and retreat phases, after
Gardner et. al., 2008).
Surfaces and/or strata that record minimum depositional energy conditions define
stratigraphic cycles at all scales in this study, except in the middle of the 2nd-order cycle
where removed by million-year hiatuses (Fig. 3.4C; Merewether and Cobban, 1986;
Gardner, 1995). This approach employs methods and concepts associated with
stratigraphic base-level analysis (Wheeler, 1964; Cross, 1988; Cross and Lessenger,
1998, Gardner et al., 2004). This method is based on the stratigraphic correlation of
relative sedimentary energy conditions and sediment volume partitioning within and
across a hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles. This technique is preferred over other
stratigraphic methods because of its emphasis on diachronous rock to surface correlation
suitable to settings dominated by depositional remnants (sensu Martinsen, 2003A and B).
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Diachronous stratigraphy emphasizes preservation and deposition in the generation of
sedimentary architecture.
The energy signal of a marginal marine clastic system (governed by a
combination of tectonics, sediment supply and sea level) is commonly characterized by
multiple scales of cyclicity (short, intermediate and long-term), where the long-term
maximum energy is placed at the overlap of the maximum at all three scales (Figs. 3.4
and 3.6; Gardner et al., 2008). The terms initiation, growth and retreat are energy phases
independent of place or forcing function as implied by the terms highstand, lowstand and
transgressive systems tracts.
In the Frontier Fm., the Belle Fourche Member represents the initiation phase, the
Emigrant Gap the growth and the Wall Creek-Turner the retreat phase (Fig. 3.4). In the
Belle Fourche initiation, clastic sedimentation is restricted to a small area in a proximal
portion of the basin. In contrast, the Emigrant Gap growth phase, coinciding with a global
eustatic sea level fall, records regional deglaciation represented by an erosional surface
recording two million years and a very thin interval suggesting limited sedimentation
localized to erosional depressions. The Wall Creek-Turner Member was deposited during
the subsequent transgression and records outbuilding of the strand line in successively
back-stepping cycles.
Sedimentation Region Analysis
Sedimentation regions are spatial domains within a stratigraphic sequence defined
by a hierarchy of sedimentary attributes representing responses to surface processes of a
different scale (Fig. 3.7). Sedimentary attributes include lithology, grain size and process
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facies, sedimentation units, sedimentary body (shapes), azimuth (lateral trend and
spread), vertical trend and thickness. A hierarchy of stratigraphic cycles can be correlated
to sedimentation regions at multiple scales. Regional paleogeography maps document
region distribution, which is based on similar groups of the sedimentary attributes.
Shoreface, proximal, and distal marine shelf regions are defined by longitudinal gradient
and dispersal patterns reflecting the interaction between focused (channelized) flow
associated with fluvial input, combined flow (sensu Myrow and Southard, 1991), and
semi-focused oscillatory long-shore current flow.
The shoreface region consists of amalgamated sandstones that coarsen and
thicken upward. Focused sedimentation in the southwestern PRB area formed large
reworked coarse to fine-grained shoreface sedimentary bodies that stack to form 30-50
km long, 5-20 km wide, by up to 50 m thick composite strand-plain successions
associated with deposition above fair weather wave base.
The proximal shelf region consists of reworked shoreface sandstones
amalgamated across discordant erosional surfaces; it is commonly intensely bioturbated
and can show a bimodal to blocky (>10 m-thick) shoaling up well-log motif. These are
composed of fine to very-fine sandstones with discontinuous mudstone interbeds and are
associated with deposition between fair weather and storm weather wave base.
The distal shelf consists of thinly interbedded fine to very-fine sandstone and
mudstone, where very-fine sandstones are bioturbated. The thin sandstones beds are
isolated vertically and laterally but form four 4th-order northeastward-stepping
depocenters containing up to 60% sandstone.
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Localized linear channel regions dissect shoreface and shelf regions, with higher
sandstone percent, blocky (< 10-m thick) to fining up grain-size trend. These sand-rich
features are oriented at a high angle to the north-south shoreline.
The muddy shelf region lies beyond the distal shelf and in the Wall Creek-Turner
only, separates the proximal and distal shelf in a narrow band (less than 8-km, 5-mi
wide).
Tectonic Analysis
Boundary conditions imposed by superposed interactions between different
temporal and spatial orders of tectonic deformation preclude the application of a simple
foreland basin model to explain tectonic controls on sedimentation for this study. Crustal
anisotropy generated during Proterozoic craton assembly influenced Mesozoic foreland
tectonics (Gardner, 1995). In attempt to assign controls to temporal phases of
deformation, this paper employs the following tectonic scales: Long-term: Plate boundary
conditions for orogenic event (i.e. respective plate boundary, plate boundary
configuration and plate accretion and craton growth), which include features such as
aulacogens, craton boundaries, collisional zones. Intermediate-term: Crustal shortening,
subsidence and rebound generally control foreland basin system. Short-term:
Components of foreland basin system include salients, re-entrants, lateral ramps, and
localized sedimentary depocenters linked to discrete thrust salients (Fig. 3.10).
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Tectonic Setting: Tectonic Heterogeneity
The present plate boundary configuration is a static snapshot of exceedingly slow
but continuous plate motion, continental accretion and basin formation. This present view
limits plate tectonics to conditions from which the evolution of the system cannot be
established. An incomplete system description hinders the ability to predict.
Thrust movement of discrete sheets loading variable crustal rheology most likely
created non-uniform subsidence and sediment sources. Cretaceous biozones, coupled
with 40Ar39Ar dated ash beds, provide a robust biostratigraphic framework for the
Western Interior Cretaceous Seaway (e.g., Cobban, 1956; 1961; Merewether and Cobban,
1972; Merewether et al., 1976; Merewether, 1980; Merewether and Cobban, 1986;
Cobban, 1990). Gardner (1995) constructed maps showing regional distributions of facies
and unconformities used to identify five main Mid-Cretaceous foreland sub-basins with
eight associated deltas (Fig. 3.10). Each depocenter coincided with thrust salient and
structural lineaments bounding them, therefore they were interpreted to record the
discontinuous and non-contemporaneous advance of thrust sheets (Gardner, 1995). The
southward younging trend observed in middle Cretaceous depocenters suggests lateral
variations in thrust propagation, most likely related to discrete movement on thrust
segments (Gardner, 1995).
More recently, Merewether and others (2007) produced a series of biozone maps
that help distinguish lacunas from sites of continuous faunal record that were associated
with the three clastic 3rd-order cycles of the Frontier Fm. They demonstrated significant
erosion associated with an unconformity between the Belle Fourche and Emigrant Gap
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members concentrated in central and western Wyoming (red hatchered areas in Fig.
3.10). This lacuna shifted eastward during the approximately 2 million year period
between the Emigrant Gap and Wall Creek-Turner members. This early Turonian lacuna
is greatest in southeast Wyoming (PRB) decreasing in duration to just beyond Cody,
Buffalo and Newcastle, Wyoming (Fig. 3.2D). The Wall Creek-Turner biozones 13, 12
and 11 (in order of decreasing age) are shown to progressively westward onlap.
Sandstone extent and lacunas in biozone markers indicate Wall Creek-Turner
sedimentation was more complete in the southern PRB, east-central Wyoming. These
lacunas correspond with zones of low tectonic subsidence and help emphasize the
importance of local changes in tectonic subsidence. Merewether and others (1979)
documented a shift in sediment delivery from the northern PRB during the Cenomanian
Labarge Delta to the southern PRB during the Turonian Cumberland Delta (De
Chadenes, 1975). Sandstone distribution is shown to expand from the southwest part of
the PRB eastward past Newcastle in the upper three units, corresponding to the Wall
Creek-Turner member.
Wyoming Platform Defined
by Accreted Terrane and Aulacogens
The Wyoming Tectonic Platform is a relatively stable Archean craton bounded by
crustal weaknesses, visible in magnetic and gravity data (Jachens et al., 1993) that were
mobile during the Phanerozoic and coincide with failed aulacogens (Tonnsen, 1986). An
accreted island arc younger than 1.8 billion years is found south of the Laramie Shear
Zone and Trans-Hudson orogeny to the east (defining the position of the Black Hills
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Uplift; Fig. 3.10) and these anisotropic crustal elements generate a non-uniform tectonic
response in the foreland.
These two aulacogens form the northern and southern boundaries of the Wyoming
Platform, while terranes bound the eastern and western margins of the platform. Middle
Proterozoic aulacogens are important east-west oriented zones of weakness along the
western margin of the Canadian Shield (Tonnsen, 1986; Anna, 1986). The two relevant to
this study are the Central Montana Trough and southern Wyoming aulacogens. The
northern aulacogen has over 600 meters (2000 feet) of Turonian sediments suggesting
that was an area of higher accommodation (delta 1 in Fig. 3.10; Roberts and Kirchbaum,
1995). The Southern Wyoming aulacogen is defined by the Cheyenne Belt southwest to
the Uinta Mountains (Tonnsen, 1986). These formed about 800 million years ago as part
of east-west continent rifting through Idaho and Nevada (Stewart, 1976; Sears and Price,
1978).
These two zones of weakness (Central Montana and Southern Wyoming; CMT
and SW in Fig. 3.10) were inherited from the Archean crustal assemblage and the
breakup of the Kenorland super continent (circa two billion years; Hills and Armstrong,
1974; Cox et al., 2000; Bekker and Erikson, 2003; Dahl et al., 2006). The Wyoming
Tectonic Province (herein after Wyoming Craton) is defined by its older cratonic crust
greater than 2.5 billion years (WY in Fig. 3.10). It is bounded by the Cheyenne Belt,
containing the Laramie Shear Zone to the southeast, and the Black Hills to the east,
which define the western limit of the Trans-Hudson Province (Fig. 3.10; Shaw et al.,
2003).
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Lineaments in the PRB are well studied and are a composite response to over a
billion years of processes (Fig. 3.3). Slack (1981) documents a series of NE trending
lineaments that are tied to distinct basement blocks that have moved up and down
throughout the Cretaceous. Marrs and Raines (1984) used satellite imagery, isopach,
gravity and modern eolian dunes to document two predominant lineament sets (065-080°
and 315-340°) that dissect much of the basin fill. These trends are oriented approximately
parallel and perpendicular to the slightly arcuate (045-060°) Laramie Shear Zone, as well
as the western north-south rift margin coinciding with the Idaho-Wyoming border (SW in
Fig. 3.10; Tonnsen, 1986).
Foreland Basin System of the
Western Interior Cretaceous Basin
The North American Western Interior Cretaceous basin was one of the broadest
cratonic basins in the world, spanning 800-1650 kilometers (500 to 1000 miles) from the
Sevier fold-and-thrust belt in the west to the outer foreland Canadian shield in the east,
connecting the Boreal and Tethian seas after the middle Cretaceous (Fig. 3.2; Dickinson,
1976; Eicher and Diner, 1985; Kaufmann, 1985). The thrust loading on thick continental
crust created a foreland basin that widened and deepened over time (Cross, 1986; Bird,
1995). This study uses the foreland basin system following DeCelles and Giles (1996)
and Horton and DeCelles (1997), defined by the fold-and-thrust belt, wedge top, foredeep
and foreland structural domains (Fig. 3.11a). Temporal variations in uplift and erosion
result in under-filled and over-filled conditions, whereby the depocenter shifts across the
foredeep (Figs. 3.11b and c).
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PRB Structural Basin Part of
Larger Cretaceous Foreland Basin
The PRB is a north-trending westward dipping slab that resembles a syncline, and
records three tectonic phases: 1) Proterozoic continental assemblage; 2) Mesozoic retroarc foreland system; and 3) Laramide flat-slab compartmentalization of the foreland
system (Figs. 3.3 and 3.11)., The Laramie shear zone and Black Hills remnant Wyoming
Craton boundaries, define the southern and eastern edge of the PRB, respectively (Fig.
3.11). The Cretaceous foreland basin was compartmentalized and overprinted by late and
post foreland basin tectonics. Late Cretaceous to early Tertiary folding and high-angle
reverse faults rimming the PRB (red lines in Fig. 3.3) have been interpreted as caused by
the low angle of slab subduction (Blackstone, 1983; Stone, 1993; 2003). These faults
created 7600 m (25,000 ft) offset in Precambrian rocks along the western basin margin
(Berg, 1962; Stone, 2002; 2003). Gentle monoclines along the Black Hills form the
eastern margin of the PRB (Lisenbee, 1978; Jenkins 1985; King, 1990; Lisenbee, 1988;
Mancarci, 1989; Hu, 1992; Lisenbee, 1993; and Naus, 2000). Lineaments in the PRB,
which correlate to hydrocarbon production, are linked to periodic reactivation of the
basement blocks (Slack, 1981) by shifting tectonic stress fields. These lineaments
correlate to intrabasinal highs e.g., the Belle Fourche Arch and are documented in
outcrop (Weimer, 1984).
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Mid-Cretaceous Frontier
Formation: Stratigraphic Framework
This approximately 100,000 square kilometers (45,000 square miles) study area of
the Western Cretaceous Interior Seaway provides a data-rich laboratory to analyze the
Mid-Cretaceous (Cenomanian – Coniacian) Frontier Formation (here after Frontier Fm.)
forms a clastic wedge, conformably overlying the Mowry Shale and eroded
unconformably by the Niobrara Formation of the Cody Shale (Fig. 3.1). The sand-rich
portions of the Frontier Fm. are restricted to the western and southern PRB and thin from
370 to 100 meters (1200 to 300 feet) in thickness west to east. This clastic wedge records
almost 10 million years of marine siliciclastic deposition punctuated by periods of longlasting basin-wide hiatuses (Fig. 3.3). The Frontier Fm. forms an apparent “bulge” in the
western shoreline of the Cretaceous seaway and has been interpreted as a delta in this
area (Fig. 3.2; Cobban and Reeside, 1952; Barlow and Haun, 1966; Weimer, 1970). To
explain the lack of delta plain deposits overlying delta front deposits in a succession
obeying Walther’s Law (e.g., Middleton, 1973), this feature is here re-interpreted as a
strandline and shallow shelf setting dominated by regressions and strong long-shore
currents and significant wave energy, especially during transgressions.
Chronostratigraphic frameworks correlate basinwide time equivalent markers
such as biostratigraphic markers (using index Ammonite taxa from outcrop) and volcanic
ash beds (which weather to bentonite clay recognizable on well logs) to bracket coeval
sandstones and mudstone-dominated areas. Third-order sequence mapping allows
distinction of general sediment thicks and lithology distributions, but facies and body
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arrangements are still resolved (Fig. 3.12). For this reason, this study describes the
arrangement of attributes within each third-order cycle, with detailed attention given to
the 4th- and 5th- order Wall Creek-Turner Member cycles (Fig. 3.13).
Greenhorn-Niobrara Second-order Frontier Cycle
The Middle Cretaceous 2nd-order cycle of the Western Interior, containing the
global oceanic anoxic event (recording periods of oxygen starvation in the basin; OAE2;
e.g., Jenkyns, 2010), occurred in the late Cenomanian, culminated during early Turonian
and marks the first time the Tethian and Boreal seas were connected to form the Western
Interior Cretaceous Seaway (Fig. 3.1; McGookey, 1972; Sageman, Meyers and Aurther,
2006)). This marine deepening and continental flooding event was followed by the MidTuronian rapid global sea-level fall, which subaerially exposed much of the Western
Interior Cretaceous Seaway and resulted in significant erosion (Sloss, 1963). Sea level
rose through the end of the Middle Cretaceous, culminating in the Niobrara Limestone in
the early Coniacian (Fig. 3.1; McGookey, 1972). The Wall Creek-Turner clastic wedge
occurs during the beginning of this overall eustatic rise that continued through deposition
of the overlying Sage Breaks shale and the Niobrara Limestone (Fig. 3.1, Table 3.1).
Sedimentation patterns in the Frontier Fm. fundamentally record tectonic pulses
associated with the emplacement and evolution of a retro-arc foreland basin (Gardner,
1995; DeCelles, 2004). Relative sea-level change was amplified in the short-term cycles
(Gardner, 1995), due to the maximum subsidence being to the west of western Wyoming
structural basement culminations (sensu DeCelles, 2004) and the Wyoming Platform was
likely stable,. This is supported by the laterally continuous but thin Wall Creek-Turner
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member, which records widespread clastic shallow-marine sedimentation. Furthermore,
coeval deltaic deposits in the Western Interior Cretaceous Seaway are mostly restricted to
the west in the foredeep except the Wall Creek-Turner member (Merewether et al., 1979;
Bhattacharya and Willis, 2001). This is likely due to low subsidence in an overfilled
foreland with sediment distributed across a broad area by far-reaching regressions and
transgressions (e.g., DeCelles 1997).
Third-order Frontier Cycles
The Frontier Fm. in the PRB contains three 3rd-order sandstone-rich stratigraphic
cycles, the Belle Fourche, the Emigrant Gap and the Wall Creek-Turner member from
oldest to youngest (Fig. 3.1). Each of these in turn contains up to four 4th-order cycles and
two to four 5th-order cycles each (Figs. 3.4 and 3.6). This hierarchy of cycles describes
cycle stacking pattern, blurred facies distribution (e.g., reworked and/or incomplete
shoaling-up sequences) and sediment volume partitioning.
Belle Fourche Member: The Cenomanian and lower Turonian Belle Fourche
member spans approximately 4.5 million years from the Clay Spur Bentonite to
Mammites nodosoides and is bounded by Oceanic Anoxic Events 1D and 2 (Fig. 3.6A).
The sandstones in this lower 3rd-order clastic wedge (the Frontier initiation) are restricted
to the southwest edge of the PRB with no correlative sandy deposits eastward of Casper
(Fig. 3.12; Bhattacharya and Willis, 2001). Stratigraphic correlations identify three to
four 4th-order cycles that form upward-coarsening and sandstone bed-thickening
successions, 30 kilometers wide and less than 70 kilometers long and up to 30 meters
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thick (20 x 45 miles and 100 feet thick) (Bhattacharya and Willis, 2001). They contain
basinward to landward stepping depocenters forming lobate or pod-shaped wavedominated top-truncated shorefaces. Their north-south orientation and restriction to the
western PRB, suggests sediment input originating from the Yellowstone National Park
area and being delivered to a shoreline positioned somewhere near Sheridan (Dyman et
al., 2008).
The lower two sequences form elongate sediment thicks, 5 km wide by 30 km
long and over 35 m thick (3 x 20 miles by 115 feet thick) that fine-upward and correlate
to channelized processes (Sandstone I-III of Merewether et al., 1979; Harlan, Willow and
Frewens/Posey lowstand deltas of Bhattacharya and Willis, 2001). A basin-wide shale
interval containing the distinctive “Soap Box” bentonite marker (sensu Bhattacharya and
Willis, 2001) records a 4th-order marine deepening event. The uppermost 4th-order
sequence contains two isolated north-south oriented elongate sandstone bodies restricted
to the western margin of the PRB (Sandstone IV of Merewether et al., 1979; Second
Frontier of Vakarelov and Bhattacharya, 2009). The Belle Fourche deposits show
generally south-southeast paleoflow and are associated with the LaBarge sediment entry
(De Chadenedes, 1975). Above this, a thick succession of mudrocks and carbonaceous
shales, correlating to the Bridge Creek Limestone and Global Anoxic Event II (Sageman
and Arthur, 1994), represents a widespread baselevel rise and 3rd-order retreat.
Emigrant Gap Member: The Middle Turonian Emigrant Gap Member and
bounding unconformities span over 2.5 million years from C. woollgari through P.
macombi, while biostratigraphic zones indicate that it coincides with a regional-scale
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lacuna and is the Mid-Turonian global sea level low stand (Cobban and Reeside, 1952;
Merewether, 1983; Cobban et. al., 2006). The Emigrant Gap Member is predominantly
restricted to topographic lows in the southwesternmost part of the PRB; in the eastern
part it has been termed the Pool Creek member (Weimer and Flexer, 1985).
A basin-wide erosional surface underlies the Emigrant Gap Member after
Cavanaugh (1976). This 3rd-order sequence contains local remnant tide-dominated to
marine valley fills preserved in the southwestern and eastern parts of the basin, where
they overlie the Belle Fourche sand bodies and Greenhorn carbonaceous shales,
respectively (these correspond to Sandstone V of Merewether et al., 1979 and the
unnamed member of Merewether, 1983, as well as the Pool Creek member (of Haun,
1958) in the Black Hills). These deposits consist of non-amalgamated thin-bedded
sandstones that thin and fine upward (defined in well logs as increasing gamma ray) and
form narrow and elongated west-east oriented sediment thicks up to 5-km wide, and 70
km long and 70 m thick (3 x 20 miles by 115 feet thick) (black lines in Fig. 3.12). The
Emigrant Gap Member marks the maximum sea-level drop in the Middle Cretaceous
seaway and is recognized as a worldwide eustatic sea-level fall (Fig. 3.6).
Wall Creek-Turner Member: The sand-rich Wall Creek-Turner Member
represents the uppermost 3rd-order cycle and is correlated across the southern PRB
crossing into South Dakota (Fig. 3.8; Merewether et al., 1973), spans approximately 1-2
million years (including S. warren through P. germari) and is an important hydrocarbon
reservoir (Fig. 3.3). The four sand-rich 4th-order sequences, defined by a bivalve biozones
(S. warreni/ferronensis, S. whitfieldi and S. quadratus), contain more than one 5th-order
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sequence (Fig. 3.4), while the sand-poor uppermost 4th-order sequence contains a dated
ash bed (Cobban, 2006). This framework documents a hierarchy of thin but laterally
extensive sand-rich sequences bounded by bentonite and biozones correlated over 160
kilometers (100 miles), that contain no non-marine deposits (e.g., Plint and Kreitner,
2007). The overall back-stepping stacking from the Emigrant Gap to the Sage Breaks
Shale is consistent with a 2nd-order marine deepening.
This unconformity-bounded 3rd-order sequence is underlain by the Mid-Turonian
unconformity representing up to 2 million year lacuna (Merewether et al., 1976; 1979;
Merewether, 1980). Unlike the underlying Emigrant Gap member, the Sage Breaks Shale
of the Carlile Shale is locally incised by the unconformity at the base of the Niobrara
Formation (here termed the “Niobrara channel” (Fig. 3.12; Larue, 1995). The Wall
Creek-Turner Member represents the most areally significant sandstone tongue of the
Frontier cycle, characterized by shoreface, proximal and distal shelf sedimentation
regions (Fig. 3.5; Lindquist, 1986). These regions, defined for each of the four 4th-order
sequences, show general basinward-stepping migration and increased connectivity
between proximal and distal shelf regions (Fig. 3.14).
Sedimentary attributes documented in this unit have led workers to a variety of
explanations for its origin. These observations include: 1) 500 kilometers (over 300
miles) distance between observed nonmarine deposits at Cody Wyoming and the
sandstones in the PRB; 2) pebble-lined surfaces present in the most distal deposits in the
eastern PRB; and 3) the general shallow-water nature of the sandstones, bioturbation and
wave reworking structures common in most of the wells and outcrops. There is little
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consensus in the interpretations of these sandstones. They have been classified as
representing deltas, offshore bars, hyperpycnites, shelf sand sheets, and incised valley
fills (Fig. 3.15) (Asquith, 1974; Tillman and Almond, 1979; Weimer and Flexer, 1985;
Winn, 1991; Larue, 1995; Bhattacharya and Willis, 2001; Sadeque, 2006).
Fourth-order Wall Creek-Turner Cycles
The Wall Creek-Turner Member is composed of four sandy 4th-order cycles
(WCT1-4 upward). Each ranges in thickness from 3-30 meters (10-100 feet) and show
depocenters shifting up to 20 kilometers generally to the east and north (Figs. 13 and 14).
The lower two show downward trajectory, suggesting possible forced regressions (Fig.
3.8; sensu Fitzsimmons and Johnson 2000) and are similar to sharp-based shoreface
sequences of Plint (1988). In contrast, the upper two are backstepping.
WCT1 was deposited on a 2 m.y. unconformity that becomes to a conformable
contact in the eastern PRB. It has two principle depocenters, one in the Newcastle area
with 70% sandy facies, and the other in the Casper-Kaycee area with 100% sandy facies;
both reach 25 meters (75 feet) thick. Branching distributary channels delivered sand to
the eastern distal shelf, which shows increasing sandy facies southward, indicating
redistribution of sandy hyperpycnal flows by the southerly geostrophic flow. Nearly
equal proportions of shoreface and distal shelf regions represent 40% of the southern
PRB, with 13% belonging to the proximal shelf and 4% to channels (Fig. 3.13).
WCT2 conformably overlies WCT1, and its depocenter (20 m, 60 feet) shows
compensational stacking, above a WCT1 thin (Fig. 3.13). It shows similar sedimentation
patterns, with reduced total area, but more equilibrated shoreface, proximal and distal
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shelf regions and a 50% increase in channelized regions. The overlying shale markers of
these two sequences are the most laterally continuous and coincide with bentonites over
much of the area.
WCT3 represents a significant increase in sandy facies compared to WCT1 or 2
and shows a 50 km (35 miles) northeastward shift (backstep) in depocenter (which is over
30 m, 100 feet). Sand facies represent 50-70% of the thickness over almost half the area,
which is dominated by the shoreface region (20% of entire area), and lesser amount of
proximal and distal shelf regions (14% and 10% respectively). The shift of depocenter is
associated with a more focused area of sandstone as the channels shifted northward away
from the thicks associated with WCT1 and 2. This 20% increase in sandy regions and
increase in shoreface area suggest a strong phase of outbuilding associated with the
growth of the Wall Creek-Turner cycle.
WCT4 is the uppermost 4th-order cycle in the Wall Creek-Turner Member and
records a nearly 100 km northeastward shift in depocenter, where it reaches 25 meters
(75 feet) thick and shows similar distal shelf positioned sandy facies (60-70%). The
southward decrease in sandy facies suggests a decrease in long-shore transport along the
extensive shoreface (24% of the area). This results in a 20 meter- (60 foot) thick proximal
shelf separated from its shoreface, which was likely modified upon subsequent
transgression when southerly currents were remobilizing and “smearing” the deposits
across 22% of the study area, nearly 60% greater than the other cycles.
Fourth-order isopach and facies maps of the Wall Creek-Turner Member
sequences document the variability associated with shifting depocenters as well as areas
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of nondeposition and erosion that point to a strand line-turbidite depositional setting (Fig.
3.16). The lowest unit (WCT-1) is thick near Casper and represents a prograding
shoreface, while near Newcastle the depocenter represents a more distal shelf with more
tabular bodies. WCT-2 marks a northward shift in depocenter and more shoreface to
proximal shelf near Kaycee and similar distal shelf depocenter. These two units have
channelized regions between Buffalo and Kaycee, suggesting sediment was delivered
here, then reworked along shore southward, but periodically mobilized eastward
potentially as hyperpycnal flows (sensu Plint et al., 2009). WCT-3 and WCT-4 are almost
twice as thick in northward shifted depocenters and have the most shoreface area with a
less extensive sandy distal shelf. The proximal shelf is quite sand-rich in these two units
and is both extensively bioturbated and amalgamated to form 50+ feet homogeneous sand
intervals. This change in architecture between the lower two and upper two units may
reflect an increase in marine processes associated with the overlap of 2nd and 3rd-order
transgressions.
Discussion
Two important contributions arise from this study: 1) the Frontier Fm. is better
interpreted as a top-truncated strandline; and 2) the shoreline bulge of the Frontier was
driven by low accommodation due to the relatively low subsidence of the Wyoming
Shelf, coinciding with Archean crustal heterogeneities. Poor correlation of depositional
sedimentary attributes to stratigraphic remnants by previous workers led them to
conclude that pore to outcrop-scale attributes cannot be used to predict regional-scale
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stratigraphic patterns. The data presented here point to another explanation for this
apparent incongruity. Strict adherence to the principle of uniformity underpins the
previous interpretation, when in fact both temporal and spatial processes contribute to
ancient sedimentary architecture. This is amplified when crustal heterogeneity, not
apparent in surficial process-responses, influences modern depositional through variable
subsidence due to crustal anisotropy created by multiple orogenic events in the plate
tectonic assemblage of a craton.
Stratigraphic Remnants:
Shoreface Rather Than Delta
The poor preservation of the Wall Creek parasequences was first discussed by
Ryer and Martinsen (2003), who called them depositional remnants. They were the first
to recognize incomplete preservation of geomorphic patterns across Wyoming Western
Interior Cretaceous Seaway. Using this approach, the sandstones reaching across the
southern PRB can be viewed as severely truncated shoreface parasequences (Fig. 3.16).
This contribution integrates the stratigraphic architecture documented in this study with
past studies to conclude that the Frontier Fm. is best explained by longer-term tectonic
processes, reflecting temporal control, rather than a geomorphic explanation of the
shoreline bulge as delta.
The sedimentary facies of the Frontier indicate shallow-marine clastic
sedimentation with several important characteristics that, taken in concert, represent a
particular set of processes (Table 3.2). First, non-marine deposits are not documented east
of Cody Wyoming and the Rock Springs Uplift (Myers, 1977; Merewether, et al., 1984;
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Hamlin, 1996) suggesting that they were deposited, but then removed by wave erosion
ravinement. This is supported by the top-truncation of the upper shoreface. Secondly, the
sandstones in the south-central PRB show pervasive bioturbation – even mixing sand
with mud to create thick muddy sandstone successions. The biologically mediated
sediment mixing indicates significant residence time after sand deposition characterized
by low to no wave reworking.
The most debated aspect of the Wall Creek-Turner Member is the genesis of its
easternmost sandstones (i.e., the Turner Sandy member). These are thin to medium beds
of rippled and swaley very fine to medium sandstone, locally conglomeratic and
phosphatic, and containing abundant shark teeth at the base (Rubey, 1930) suggesting
erosive and rapid transgressions. Biostratigraphic correlation ties them to the Wall Creek
age (Cobban, 1958), but the following attributes are not similar: facies, bedding
architecture, nearly 3-fold thickness variations across the Black Hills outcrops and their
disconformable lower contact with the Pool Creek member (Knechtel and Patterson,
1962; Robinson et al., 1964). Weimer and Flexer (1985) report upward evolution from
parallel to low angle cross-stratified or scour-and-fill bedding, to interbedded sandstone
and siltstone, to mainly bioturbated generally structureless top. Rice and Keighin (1989)
document fining upwards bedsets of hummocky cross stratified very fine sand with sharp
erosional bases with sole marks, commonly capped by wave ripples with Cruziana
ichnofacies. Three distinct interpretations exist to explain the coeval sand-rich east and
western PRB, which is separated by a narrow north-south oriented sand-poor zone (up to
8 kilometer/5 mile wide): 1) fully exposed shelf and sand transport through incised valley
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fills (Weimer and Flexer, 1985; Rice and Keighin, 1989); 2) reworked deltaic lobes
(Merewether and Cobban, 1986); and 3) hyperpycnites delivered across a broad shallow
shelf (Winn, 1991 and this study).
Multiple Sediment Entry and
Low Accommodation Strand Line
The sediment bulge in the Western Interior Cretaceous Seaway shoreline across
the PRB has been interpreted as a delta for over half a century. Building on past studies
(e.g., Merewether et al., 1979; Weimer and Flexer, 1985; Bhattacharya and Willis, 2001),
this study has established a high-resolution framework used to describe the remnants of
variable and superimposed depositional environments similar to those documented in the
Vernal “Delta” of Ryer and Lovekin (1986; Fig. 3.16).
Merewether and others (1979) first described the three-fold hierarchy of
biostratigraphically constrained sandy units of the Frontier (I-VIII). The lower sands (IIV) were redistributed in southerly migrating bodies that terminated between Kaycee and
Douglas Wyoming. The Emigrant Gap Member (sand V) has been mapped as an easttrending incised valley system positioned just north of Casper. The Wall Creek-Turner
Member (sands VI-VIII) contains the far-reaching sand-rich units extending
northeastward from Kaycee to Gillette and eastward to Newcastle Wyoming. The 3rdorder maps fail to identify one main depocenter for Wall Creek-Turner. It is at the 4thorder that the five gross sedimentation regions can be mapped (channelized, shoreface,
proximal shelf, distal shelf, muddy shelf; Fig. 3.16).
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Wyoming Platform: Low
Accommodation Depocenter
Slack (1981) and shortly thereafter Weimer (1984) were the first to recognize the
role of movement on paleotectonic structural elements on sedimentary patterns. These
workers considered the underlying basement blocks, outlined by the lineaments observed
on the present day surface, and how differential movement was likely playing a dominant
role in defining higher and lower accommodation areas across the southern PRB. This
was possible because of the relatively thin but laterally continuous sandstone intervals,
which show marked thickness variation across the lineaments. The importance of the
lineaments is further tied to the rheology of the Wyoming Craton that is dense cold
cratonic rock older than 2.45 billion years when Wyoming Craton was part of Kenorland
supercontinent (Williams et al. 1991, Roscoe and Card 1993, Harlan et al. 2003). The
surrounding younger rocks (< ~1.8 billion years) to the north (Great Falls tectonic zone
also called the Central Montana Trough), east (Black Hills), and south-southeast
(Laramie Range) record later rifting and subsequent accretion of less dense and warmer
rocks (Chamberlin, 1998; Bekker and Eriksson, 2003). These boundaries remained zones
of weakness that would react to loading differently during mid Cretaceous thrusting.
There appears to be a poor correlation between the simple foreland basin model
and Western Interior Cretaceous Seaway sedimentation patterns and lacuna distributions
identified by Merewether and Cobban (1986), which was recognized by Gardner (1995)
and Krystinik and DeJarnett (1995). Considering the north-south crustal heterogeneity
that has been documented, it is not surprising that the Sevier Orogeny thrusting events
generated laterally varying amounts of accommodation in the foredeep. This is supported
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by the clastic deltaic deposits that are 6 times thicker just to the northwest and southwest
of the Wyoming Shelf (McGookey et al., 1972, their fig. 22).
Gardner (1995; 2004) documented multiple depocenters that appear to have filled
at slightly different times (generally younging to the south) through the Cenomanian and
Turonian during the Greenhorn-Niobrara 2nd-order cycle. Deltas such as SW Montana
and NW Wyoming and the Last Chance delta of the Ferron Sandstone of Utah are thick
but not laterally extensive, recording high accommodation (1 and 3a in Fig. 3.10,
respectively; Gardner et al, 2004). In contrast, the Wall Creek-Turner records low
accommodation (2b in Fig. 3.10). Foreland basin models may not capture this variability
in clastic deposition if they don’t consider along-strike variations in thrust emplacement
and the crustal provinces upon which the thrust belts impinge.
The sedimentary architecture of deposits in a foreland system is directly governed
by sediment delivery and subsidence of the receiving basin. Comparing the deposits
along a thrust belt to its underlying crustal composition can help to clarify sedimentary
response. Figure 3.10 composite map compares crustal provinces and sedimentary the
impact inherited structural features can have on sedimentary patterns.
The Mid-Cretaceous Wyoming Shelf was a large paleogeographic feature of the
Western Interior Cretaceous Seaway. Did this feature impact southward-directed longshore currents governing sediment dispersal as well as carbon accumulation and water
chemistry (Fig. 3.2; Sageman and Arthur, 1994)? The sandstone tongue mapped south of
the PRB that reaches nearly to Cheyenne (Merewether et al., 1979) suggests there was
sediment a starved area just to the south of the Wyoming Shelf. Combined with low
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clastic influx, upwelling of waters highly enriched in organics circulating into this area
likely deposited significant accumulations of organic-rich mudstones (Sageman and
Arthur, 1994).
The Wyoming Shelf, being associated with more stable crust, is interpreted to
have undergone lower subsidence as supported by distributions of lacunas documented
by Merewether and Cobban (1986). Sea-level low stands were more likely to expose this
area and create progressive hiatuses and onlaps during subsequent transgression.
Conclusions
1) Analysis and interpretation of ancient sedimentary architecture must consider
the role of geologic time on the suite of earth processes contributing to a
preserved sedimentary response, which extends beyond those surficial
processes observed to be operating in modern depositional environments.
2) For these reasons, the Frontier Fm is not an ancient delta that can be explained
by an incomplete suite of short-term surficial processes that define the modern
delta.
3) An area of low subsidence centered over east-central Wyoming is bounded by
variations in continental crust rheology and is responsible for the timeaveraged Middle Cretaceous clastic wall Creek-Turner wedge created by
multiple foreland basin sediment sources.
4) Sediment delivery reflects non-uniform along-strike changes along multiple
foreland basin thrust segments, which were much smaller than the length of
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the Western Interior Cretaceous Seaway. It is here recognized that the
composite tectonic/eustatic nature of the Western Interior Cretaceous Seaway
better accounts for its anomalous size and paleogeography.
5) Stratigraphic prediction requires analysis of the full range of processes that
operate over geologic time. This requires more than consideration of just time
as a surface, but also tectonic processes operating at slower and lower rates
than the surficial depositional environments they accommodate, characterized
by non-uniform crustal response to tectonic stress. In order for temporal
processes to be usable in prediction when pore to outcrop-scale attributes
cannot be reconciled with regional-scale patterns, the scope of temporal
processes considered must be expanded.
6) Attempts to predict Earth systems affected by long periods of geologic time
for a given location based on little data results in high uncertainty. Climate
and CO2 modeling performed in the context of a foreland basin tectonic model
based on isotropic and elastic crust could result in widely ranging outcomes.
This is not to say that Earth systems cannot be predicted, only that the current
methods oversimplify these complex processes because they don’t account for
Earth processes and responses over deep geologic time. This conclusion is
central to the reason for this study - an examination of current geologic
characterization studies for evaluating feasibility of subsurface carbon capture
and storage. That effort requires accurate geologic models that can predict the
long-term fate of subsurface storage of gigaton volumes of supercritical CO2.
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Table 3.2. Facies descriptions and interpretations help define grouping strategies. Right,
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Table 2. Facies Description and Grouping Strategies
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stratification
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maps and facies and lithology maps are evaluated in conjunction with log shape to determine predominant architectural style in
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Figure 3.10. Regional tectonic setting showing multiple orders of structural control on
sediment supply and accommodation patterns. Aulacogens are highlighted (gray) on
residual gravity map and provide 1st order control on crustal heterogeneity. The Wyoming
Craton is therefore sitting on positive tectonic elements between aulacogen and control
distribution of Mid-Cretaceous lacunas (red hatchered is Turonian). The cross section
highlights the position of the eastern edge of the Wyoming shelf coinciding with the
transition from flat slab to steep slab crustal arrangement (Bird, 1998). Continental crust
is stippled, oceanic is black and the lithosphere is shaded. Tectonic terranes: COColorado, SW-Southern Wyoming, WY-Wyoming, CMT-Central Montana Trough, and
MT-Montana (after Tonnsen, 1996).
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a)

b)

thrust belt

c)

thrust belt

underfilled (mud-rich wedge)

overfilled (sandy wedge)

Figure 3.11. Foreland basin model (a) used in this study (after Horton and DeCelles 1995).
Overfilled and underfilled foreland basins; b) underfilled condition record periods of
active thrusting and increased subsidence in the foredeep, c) overfilled conditions occur
from periods of tectonic quiescence, foredeep expansion and deposition of a prograding,
basinward-thickening clastic wedge (modified from Flemings and Jordan, 1990; Jordan,
1981; Catuneanu et al., 1997).
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Frontier 2nd and 3rd-order Cycles
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Figure 3.12. Maps showing thickness and facies distributions for 2nd-order Frontier top,
and its three 3rd-order sequences below. Notice variability in thickness trends; truncation
in the Frontier map by the Niobrara channel and thicks in the southwest for Belle Fourche
and Wall Creek. preservation appears to be dominant control. The sandstone percent maps
highlight the sandy sequences and its lateral distribution. Cross sections in Appendix C
are indicated in colored lines across this southern PRB focus area.
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Wall Creek - Turner 4th-order Cycles
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Figure 3.13. Maps showing thickness (ft - feet; 20ft = 7 meters) and sandstone facies
distributions for the four Wall Creek-Turner (WCT) 4th-order cycles. Depocenters (black
polygons on the isopach maps) shift at this high-resolution, as do sedimentation regions
outlined in the sandstone percent maps. See Figure 3.7 for key log shapes. See Figure
3.14 for summary of sedimentation regions (1-5, E= eroded).
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WCT-2

WCT-4

WCT-1

WCT-3

Figure 3.14. Wall Creek-Turner 4th-order cycles (WCT1-4) show distribution of
channelized regions (1), shoreface (2), proximal shelf (3) distal shelf (4) and (5) muddy
offshore. See Figure 3.7 for explanation of sedimentation regions. These sedimentation
patterns document the interplay between submarine channel and lobe (regions 1 and 4,
respectively), shoreface (region 2) and combined wave agitation / geostrophic currents
(region 3).

strand plain

D) Delta morphology based on
mapping sandstone isolith, facies
and paleocurrents in outcrop
marked with “x” emphasizes tide
and wave processes as principle
agents of sediment transport (Gani
and Bhattacharya, 2007).

Figure 3.15A-D. Alternative models for the Wall Creek - Turner cycle.

mouthbar
assemblage

subaerial delta

B) Cross sections explaining the
origin of the distal shelf “Turner”
sandstone, in incised valleys during
low stands of sea level (Weimer and
Flexer, 1985).

A) Wide-shelf sedimentary model, showing configuration of facies and rock
types for lower and upper Cretaceous of Wyoming (Asquith, 1970).

C) Schematic diagram of environments
including delta-strandplain deposits, which
must have been removed during
transgression. This model emphasizes delta
progradation and storm currents, as
principle agent for redistributing sandstone
bodies (Winn, 1991).
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CHAPTER 4
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The two manuscripts presented in this thesis demonstrate the importance of
multiscale characterization of continental stratigraphic sequences, especially considering
the sedimentary basin and crust upon which the stratigraphy was deposited. The
sedimentary response to crustal subsidence and therefore accommodation patterns is
shown over a range of temporal and spatial scales, from short-term site-specific
sedimentary process facies to Precambrian craton assemblages. The interaction of these
overprinted responses must be considered in order to generate effective and predictive
basin-scale models to be used to assess geologic storage of supercritical carbon dioxide.
Results from the two studies presented herein are summarized below.
This study provides three main contributions: 1) Emphasis on multiple scales of
stratigraphic cyclicity correlated to dominant formative processes; 2) illustration of a
detailed geologic characterization workflow for one reservoir class; 3) implication of
technique used to calculate gross pore volume in five reservoir classes representative of
GCS in onshore structural basins worldwide.
This thesis emphasizes multi-scalar reservoir characterization recognizing that
scale-dependent processes produce a remnant stratigraphic record. Although many
datasets may have sparse detailed geologic analysis, full description of core and outcrop
analog data can improve subsurface characterization and modeling. Furthermore, when
application of a depositional model becomes difficult to establish, as in the case with the
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Frontier Fm. of Wyoming, it may be likely that the scale of investigation should be
expanded and consider the role of preservation. Remnant patterns amplify tectonic
subsidence and obscuring a clear link with shorter-term site-specific processes.
Capturing multiple scales of geologic detail is fundamental to increasing the
heterogeneity in 3-D basin-scale static reservoir models as well as their upscaled fluid
simulation models. The workflow presented here outlines novel techniques at multiple
scales whereby fine-scale geologic information can be retained in each stage of upscaling
during the model-building process. Capturing spatial trends of attribute variation is well
established in the petroleum industry but is typically at the reservoir scale. Representative
prediction of CO2 storage at the basin scale will benefit significantly by modeling using
the workflow presented in this thesis.
Future Work
1) Test hypothesis that tectonic control on the stratigraphy of the Frontier
Formation by characterizing Wyoming Cratonic movement during Middle
Cretaceous.
2) Finish building the static model of the PRB using the preliminary stratigraphic
framework in this thesis, including: (1) characterization of remaining four
RCs at level of detail of RC4; (2) basinwide structural analysis and fracture
characterization incorporated into geomodel; and (3) regional hydrological
and production analysis of the PRB using published and well log data (e.g.,
water chemistry, temperature, pressure, water saturation, oil production data).
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3) Perform up-scaling to fluid-flow simulation and test a wide range of GCS
scenarios (e.g., target evaluation, well planning, pipeline routing, volume of
supercritical CO2 injected to each target). Providing this predictive tool to the
CCS community can enable better informed decisions and may predict key
opportunities and limitations to this resource-intensive task
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APPENDIX A:
CORE DESCRIPTIONS OF THE FRONTIER FORMATION
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Appendix A.
Core descriptions. 22 process sedimentology facies were grouped into 12 core facies
representing similar process and therefore characterizing specific porosity/ permeability
relationships.
Well name, location &
unique well ID (UWI)

Frontier Facies Explanation
core
facies
1

a
2b
c

3
4
a
5b
c

6a
c
6b
7
8a
b
9

10

process facies
1a

Coarse lag, med SS - granule

1b

Clast-rich to conglom Med coarse SS

2a

Amalgamated cross-bedded UF coarse SS

2b

PT Cross bedded UF - coarse SS

2c

Muddy cross bedded UF - coarse SS

3a

Soft sed deformed F-Med SS

3b

Structureless F-Med SS

4

Core porosity and
permeability is
plotted in upper left,
color-coded by core
facies with porosity,
permeability and
grain size logs.

Plane parallel Uf - med SS A

5a

Swaley Uf - med SS

5b

Hummocky Fine SS

5c

Plane parallel Fine SS B

6a

Faintly stratified amalgamated VF SS

6b

Interbedded deformed/ BT F SS

6c

Amalgamated bioturbated VF Fine SS

7

Ripple laminated VF - Fine SS

8a

Interbedded thinly laminated VF Fine SS with mud drapes

8b

Bioturbated VF - Fine SS and mud

9a

Interlaminated mud, and Silt - VF SS

9b

Bioturbated shale and SS

10

Shale with thin SS beds

11

Dark marine shale

12

Claystone

Facies are placed
within sedimentary
bodies and
stratigraphic cycle,
placed in columns
to right of notes.
Photograph depths
are indicated at far
left.
The cored interval is at the same scale as the well logs (red hatchered)

Sedimentary Body Explanation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

C ode
SS-CH
MD-CH
SMB-L
MMB-L
FS-L
RS-SH
SS-SH
USF-W
MSF-W
LSF-W
CF-W
SH-DR

L itholog y
sandy
muddy/heterolithic
sandy mouthbar
muddy-sandy mouthbar
sand and shale
reworked sandstone
sand
sandy-silt
silty-sand
shaly-silt
sand and shale
shale

B ody type
channelform
channelform
lobe
lobe
lobe
sheet
sheet
wedge
wedge
wedge
wedge
drape

Interpretation
distributary (submarine) channel fill
underfilled (submarine) channel - tidal?
proximal mouthbar
distal/lateral/inter mouthbar
frontal splay / turbidite lobe
transgressive lag
storm deposit - turbidite
upper shoreface
middle shoreface
lower shoreface
submarine channel levee
suspension deposits, sediment starved

Sedimentary Structures Explanation
Climbing ripple laminations
Asymmetric ripple laminations
Asymmetric ripple lamination (ARL)
Truncated foresets of ARL

?

Low confidence
Missing core
Recumbant fold

Floating intraclasts (cm-sized)

Soft-sediment deformation (SSD)

Intraclasts (cm-sized)

Microfault (MF)

Floating intraclasts (mm-sized)
Intraclasts (mm-sized)
Plant fragments

Calcite cement
Pyrite nodule

Undifferentiated shell
Spriete
Sand-filled burrow
Undifferentiated horizontal
burrow
Undifferentiated vertical
burrow
Bioturbation
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Stratigraphic Interval:
Well

2nd Frontier

Federal Aquitaine 2

Depth
(ft)

CARBONATE
GN
P
W
MIC
CGL
SAND
MUD
P G VC C M F VF S C

Section Twn Rge
County

29 42N 79W

Johnson

NOTES
5324-5385 ft

Sedimentary
Bodies

5320

Stratigraphy

5320

5325

5325

TS
TS

Poorly sorted
sandstone

SS-CH

5330

5330
Lots of matrix

SS-CH

PH
TS

5335

5335
MD-CH

TS
PH
TS

SMB-L

5340
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
PH

SMB-L

5340

Scour
MSF-W

5345

5345
Reworked

Decrease in
organics

5355

RS-SH

Burrowed
sandstone

5350

PH
TS

4.3.1b

5350

MSF-W

Bioturbated
sandstone

Reworked

5355

RS-SH

5360

5360
USF-W

TS

5365
Dramatic
decrease in
bioturbation

TS

5370

5365

USF-W

4.3.1a

USF-W

5370

PH
MSF-W

5375

5375

Bioturbated
sandstone
5380

5380
MSF-W

5385

5385
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Strat Intvl:
Well

2nd FRNR and Wall Creek SS

Section Twn Rge
County

Harris Federal 1-25

Depth
(ft)

CARBONATE
GN
P
W
MIC
CGL
SAND
MUD
P G VC C M F VF S C

25 41N 78W

Converse

NOTES
6293 - 6350 ft
6710-- 6725 ft

Sedimentary
Bodies

Stratigraphy

6285

6285

6290

6290

SMB-L

6295
PH

6295

4.6.2b
USF-W

6300

Mud chips aligned
along bedding
planes

6305

6300

6305
MSF-W

6310

6310

RS-SH
SMB-L

6315

6315

PH
SMB-L

PH
6320

6320

PH
MSF-W
6325

6325

MSF-W
6330
4.6.2a

6330

6335

MSF-W

6335

PH
6340

6340

PH
MSF-W

6345

6350

PH

6710

6345

6350

6710

s
SS-CH
MD-CH

6715

6715

SMB-L

6.3.1b

PH
6720

Floating granuals
Granual lag
High to low angle
stratification

6725

SMB-L
6720
USF-W
6725
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Stratigraphic Interval:
Well

Wall Creek SS

Depth
(ft)

Section Twn Rge
County

Henry Federal 31-9
CARBONATE
GN
P
W
MIC
CGL
SAND
MUD
P G VC C M F VF S C

9 37N 79W

Converse

NOTES
12695-12820 ft

Sedimentary
Bodies

12695

Stratigraphy

12695

Mud
SH-DR

4.6.3

12700

12700

PH

Reworked

PH

RS-SH

s

SS-CH

12705

12705

SS-CH
12710

Slumped sandstone
with mud

SS-CH

12710

MMB-L
PH

12715

12715
s

SMB-L
12720

12720

SMB-L
PH

12725

12725

SMB-L

PH

SS-SH

12730

12730

SS-SH
SS-SH
PH

12735

SS-SH

12735

4.6.2
12740

12740

MSF-W

PH

12745

12745

12750

12750

12755

12755

LSF-W
12760

Bioturbated
silty mud

PH
PH

12760

RS-SH
12765

12765

SMB-L
MMB-L

12770

12770

MMB-L
12775

12775

SMB-L
PH

SMB-L

12780

Low angle
stratification

4.6.1b

12780

SMB-L

12785

SMB-L

12785

12790

MMB-L

12790

MMB-L

12795

PH

12795

Lag

PH
12800

Vertical
burrows

PH

MSF-W

12800

SS-SH
12805

Crinkly wispy
laminae
1" mud clasts

12810
PH
12815
PH

12820

SS-SH

12805

4.6.1a

SS-SH
SS-SH

Planar to wispy
laminated

SS-SH

Bioturbated
silty mud

LSF-W

12810

12815

12820
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Stratigraphic Interval:
Well

Wall Creek SS

Mtn. Fuel Spearhead Ranch 4

Depth
(ft)

CARBONATE
GN
P
W
MIC
CGL
SAND
MUD
P G VC C M F VF S C

Section Twn Rge
County

19 39N 74W

Converse

NOTES
12518-12638 ft

Sedimentary
Bodies

12510

Stratigraphy

12510

12510

12515

12515

12515

12520

Bioturbated to rippled shale
(top of unit not cored)

12525

Silty laminated to rippled
shale

PH

12525

12530
PH

12530

12535

PH
12535

12540
12540

12545
PH

12520

12526

SH-DR

12520

12545

12550
12550

Reworked coarse grained
sandstone with interbedded
shale streaks, massive,
slightly burrowed
Laminated, slightly shaley
fine-medium grained
slightly bioturbated
sandstone
Bioturbated (top) and
laminated (bottom) shaley
fine grained subhorizontally laminated
sandstone
Highly bioturbated shaley
siltstone

12525

RS-SH

12530

4.6.3
12535

SMB-L
12540

12546

USF-W
12545

MSF-W

12555

12550

12555

12555

12560
12560

12565

12560

Laminated fine to medium
sandstone

SMB-L

Bioturbated shaley fine
sandstone

MMB-L

12566
12565

12565

12570
12570

12570

12575

12575

PH
12575

4.6.2
12580

12580
12580

12586
12585

12585

Highly bioturbated, very
shaley siltstone

12585

MSF-W

12590

12590

12595

12595

12590

12595

12600
12600

12605
12605

12610
12610

Reworked sandstone,
shaley obliquely
bioturbated

12600

12606

RS-SH
12605

Trough cross bedded,
slightly bioturbated, slightly
shaley fine sandstone,
slightly reworked at very top

12610

12615

12615
12615

SMB-L
12620

12620

4.6.1

12620

12625

12625
12625

12630

PH
12630

12635
12635

12640
12640

12630

Bioturbated, rippled and
laminated shaley fine
sandstone

MMB-L

Mottled siltstone, uniformly
burrowed (1/4" oblique)

MSF-W

12635

12640

12626
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Stratigraphic Interval:
Well

Depth
(ft)

12390

PH

Wall Creek SS

Mtn. Fuel Spearhead Ranch 2
CARBONATE
GN
P
W
MIC
CGL
SAND
MUD
P G VC C M F VF S C

Section Twn Rge
County

NOTES
12389-12538 ft

12390

12395

12395

12400

12400

12405

12405

12410

12410

12415

12415

12420

12420

12425

12425

12430

12430

PH

12435

12435

PH

12440

12440

PH
PH
PH

18 39N 74W

Converse

PH

Sedimentary
Bodies

Stratigraphy

12390

Shale, non silty

12395

Shale, slightly silty, laminated slightly rippled

SH-DR

12400

12405

Coarse grained sandstone,
reworked, shale stringers at
top

RS-SH
SMB-L

12410

Fine grained sandstone,
laminated and moderately
burrowed

MMB-L

12415

SMB-L

12420

4.6.3

PH

12425

Highly bioturbated shaley
siltstone

MSF-W
12430

12435

SMB-L

12445

12445

12440

Moderately bioturbated fine
grained sandstone

MMB-L
12445

SMB-L
12450

12450

12450

12455

12455

12455

12460

12460

4.6.2

PH

12465

12465

12470

12470

12475

12475

12480

12480

12485

12485

12490

12490

12495

12495

12500

12500

12505

12505

12510

12510

12515

12515

12520

12520

12525

12525

12530

12530

12460

Highly bioturbated shaley
siltstone

LSF-W
12465

12470

12475

Sandstone and shaley
sandstone

RS-SH

Fine grained sandstone;
bioturbated, sub-horizontal
laminations

SMB-L

Uniformly bioturbated light
gray sandy siltstone

MSF-W

Reworked sandstone with
interbedded shale laminae

SS-SH

12480

PH
PH
PH

PH

12485

12490

12495

12500

4.6.1

12505

12510

PH

Uniformly bioturbated light
gray sandy siltstone

MSF-W

12515

PH

PH
PH
PH

12535

12535

12540

12540

12520

Missing (shale on log)

LSF-W

12525

12530

Interbedded flaser bedded
siltstone and shale
Missing (shale on log)

CF-W
12535

LSF-W
12540
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Stratigraphic Interval:
Well

Wall Creek SS

Mtn. Fuel Spearhead Ranch 3

Depth
(ft)

12710

12715

12720

CARBONATE
GN
P
W
MIC
CGL
SAND
MUD
P G VC C M F VF S C

Section Twn Rge
County

14 39N 75W

Converse

NOTES
12733-12849 ft

Sedimentary
Bodies

Stratigraphy

12730

12730

12735

12735

12740

12740

Shale, bioturbated

12725

12745

12745

12730

12750

12750

12735

12755

12755

12740

12760

Shale, bioturbated
12745

12765

12750

12770

SH-DR

12760

12765

PH
PH

PH

12755

12775

PH

12760

12780

PH

12765

12785

Coarse to medium
grained sandstone
Interbedded shale and
fine grained
sandstone

12790

12775

12795

12780

12775

USF-W
12780

SMB-L

12790

12795

12800

SMB-L

12800

Sandstone,
silty

PH
12785

12790

PH

4.6.3

12785

Interbedded
sandstone and shale
PH

MMB-L

Sandy siltstone

Sandstone
12770

12770

RS-SH

12805
4.6.2

12805

12810

12795

12815

12800

12820

12805

12825

12810

Siltstone,
nonlaminated highly
bioturbated

12815

12820

12825

LSF-W

PH

12810

12830

12830

12815

12835

12835

12820

12840

12840

12825

12845

12830

12850

Siltstone, with sandy
laminated beds

12845

PH

12840
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Stratigraphic Interval:
Well

Wall Creek SS

Moore Ranch 12-13

Depth
(ft)

CARBONATE
GN
P
W
MIC
CGL
SAND
MUD
P G VC C M F VF S C

Section Twn Rge
County

12 40N 75W

Converse

NOTES
12032-12092 ft

Sedimentary
Bodies

Stratigraphy

12030

12030

12035

12035

PH

12040

12045

12040

Bioturbated
shale

12045

SH-DR
PH

12050

PH

12055

4.6.3
12050

12110' log
depth

RS-SH

12055

SMB-L
12060

PH
PH

USF-W

12060

SMB-L
12065

12065

4.6.2

12070

MMB-L

12070

MSF-W
12075

SS-SH

12075

MSF-W
12080

12085

12080

LSF-W

12085

MSF-W
PH

12090

12090
4.6.1

SS-SH
12095

12095
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Stratigraphic Interval:
Well

Turner SS

Dilts Fed 1-30

Depth
(ft)

CARBONATE
GN
P
W
MIC
CGL
SAND
MUD
P G VC C M F VF S C

Section Twn Rge
County

30 40N 71W

Converse

NOTES
10044-10105 ft

Sedimentary
Bodies

Stratigraphy

4.6.3
PH

10045

10050
PH
10055

10060

Asterosoma
Increase in
dark burrows

MSF-W

4.6.2
10065

10070

PH

10075

Shallowest
burrows

10080

MSF-W

PH
10085

10090
PH
PH

4.6.1

Asterosoma
10095

PH

10100

10105

MSF-W
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Stratigraphic Interval:
Well

Turner SS

Connelly Federal 1

Depth
8890
(ft)

CARBONATE
GN
P
W
MIC
CGL
SAND
MUD
P G VC C M F VF S C

Section Twn Rge
County

30 41N 69W

Campbell

NOTES
8897-9001 ft

Sedimentary
Bodies

8895

8895

8900

8905

Stratigraphy

8890

8900
LSF-W

8910

4.6.2
8905

8910
FS-L

8915

8915
LSF-W

8920

RS-SH

8925

8930

8920

8925

LSF-W

8935

8930
4.6.1b

8935

8940

8940
FS-L

8945

8950

8955

8960

8945
CF-W

4.6.1a
8950

LSF-W

8955

RS-SH

8960

FS-L
8965

8965

8970

8970

8975

CF-W

8980

8975
4.5.1
8980

8985

8985
FS-L

8990

8995

9000

8990
LSF-W

8995

9000
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Stratigraphic Interval:
Well

Turner SS

Flemming 24-1

Depth
(ft)

CARBONATE
GN
P
W
MIC
CGL
SAND
MUD
P G VC C M F VF S C

Section Twn Rge
County

1 37N 68W

Converse

NOTES
10044-10105 ft

Sedimentary
Bodies

Stratigraphy

8840

8845

Decrease in
sandstone

LSF-W

8850

4.6.3

8855

8860

MSF-W

PH

8865

Asterasoma
8870
PH
8875

8880

PH
8885

4.6.2
LSF-W
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Stratigraphic Interval:
Well

Emigrant Gap Mbr

Johnston Federal 1

Depth
(ft)

CARBONATE
GN
P
W
MIC
CGL
SAND
MUD
P G VC C M F VF S C

Section Twn Rge
County

19 37N 66W

Niobrara

NOTES
7974-8030 ft

Sedimentary
Bodies

Stratigraphy

8320

7975

Increase in
small 0.25"
horizontal
burrows only
in sandstone

7980

PH

7975

CF-W

7985

7980

7985

PH
7995

8000

8005

Max sandstone content

7990

Multiple flow directions within same ripple packages

CF-W
7990

7995
Tbcd draped
with black
shale formset
ripples
max 1 inch
thick

4.5.1
8000
CF-W
8005

8010

8010

(2)
PH

8015

8015

PH

8020

8025

8030

Streaks

Laminated
shale

No
bioturbation

8020

SH-DR

8025

8030
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Stratigraphic Interval:
Well

TS

Turner SS

Kelly 1-3

Depth
(ft)

CARBONATE
GN
P
W
MIC
CGL
SAND
MUD
P G VC C M F VF S C

Section Twn Rge
County

3 44N 70W

Weston

NOTES
8145-8190 ft

Sedimentary
Bodies

8145

8145

Shale

SH-DR

8150

TS

8155

Stratigraphy

8150
Faint horizontal
stratification
Decrease in
bioturbation

RS-SH
8155

4.6.3

Bed breaks visible
at top
8160

8160

MSF-W
8165

8170

TS

8165

8170

Grey, light, highly
burrowed, lightest
at top

8175

8175

TS

MSF-W
8180

TS

Asterosoma,
horizontal burrows

8180

4.6.2b
MSF-W

8185

8185

LSF-W
8190

8190
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Stratigraphic Interval:
Well

Emigrant Gap Mbr

Cities Federal

Depth
(ft)

CARBONATE
GN
P
W
MIC
CGL
SAND
MUD
P G VC C M F VF S C

Section Twn Rge
County

8 44N 68W

Weston

NOTES
7040-7047 ft

Sedimentary
Bodies

Stratigraphy

VE=2X
PH

7040

7040

SH-DR
TS PH

FS-L

PH
TS
PH

7045

PH

Crenulated
limestone
clasts
Carbonate
clasts

CF-W
SS-CH

4.5.1b

TS PH
TS

7050

CF-W

PH
TS
PH

PH

7050

CF-W

PH
PH
TS

7045

CF-W
7055

7055
More
lithics
siderite

SS-CH
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Stratigraphic Interval:

Turner SS

Well Perpetual P-8 Finn-Shurley

Depth
(ft)

CARBONATE
GN
P
W
MIC
CGL
SAND
MUD
P G VC C M F VF S C

Section Twn Rge
County

NOTES
4900 - 4960 ft

4920

4900

4925

4905

4930
TS
PH

5 42N 64W

Niobrara

4910

Sedimentary
Bodies

LSF-W
FS-L
FS-L

Stratigraphy

4.6.1

4900

4905

4910

VF SS, ripple strat
4935

4915

4915

LSF-W
4940

4920

4945

4925

4950

4930

4955

4935

4960

4940

4.6.2a
4920

FS-L

TS

4925

LSF-W
FS-L

4935

4940

FS-L

PH
4965

4945

4945

4970

4950

4950

4975

4955

4980

4960

4.6.1b

TS

TS
TS PH

4930

LSF-W

4955

4960
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Stratigraphic Interval:
Well

Turner SS

Reed Trust 14-1

Depth
(ft)

CARBONATE
GN
P
W
MIC
CGL
SAND
MUD
P G VC C M F VF S C

Section Twn Rge
County

1 39N 63W

Weston
NOTES

4431 - 4458 ft

Sedimentary
Bodies

Stratigraphy

4420

4.6.2
4425

4430

4430
0.2 inch sandstone
beds with shale
drape.
Change in
bioturbation
max sandstone
less than 1 inch

4435
PH

4435

CF-W
4440

Planar laminated
sandstone grains

Lag
4450

4455

4460

4440

Some fine grained
sandstone beds

4445

Lag

Interlaminated
shale and rippled
sandstone

4.6.1b

CF-W

4445

MD-CH
MD-CH

Less burrowed
Very fine rippled
sandstone 0.2-0.5
inch thick
sandstone beds
with shale drape
with horizontal
burrows

SMB-L

FS-L

4450

4.6.1a
4455

4460
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APPENDIX B:
SEDIMENTARY BODIES DESCRIPTIONS OF THE FRONTIER FORMATION
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Appendix B.
Sedimentary body descriptions.
Sedimentary Body Explanation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

C ode
SS-CH
MD-CH
SMB-L
MMB-L
FS-L
RS-SH
SS-SH
USF-W
MSF-W
LSF-W
CF-W
SH-DR

L itholog y
sandy
muddy/heterolithic
sandy mouthbar
muddy-sandy mouthbar
sand and shale
reworked sandstone
sand
sandy-silt
silty-sand
shaly-silt
sand and shale
shale

B ody type
channelform
channelform
lobe
lobe
lobe
sheet
sheet
wedge
wedge
wedge
wedge
drape

Frontier Facies Explanation
log core
facies facies
1

4
a
2b
c

Calcite
Cement

3

1
4
a
5b
c

6a
c
6b
7

2

8a
b
9

3

10

process facies
1a

Coarse lag, med SS - granule

1b

Clast-rich to conglom Med coarse SS

2a

Amalgamated cross-bedded UF coarse SS

2b

PT Cross bedded UF - coarse SS

2c

Muddy cross bedded UF - coarse SS

3a

Soft sed deformed F-Med SS

3b

Structureless F-Med SS

4

Plane parallel Uf - med SS A

5a

Swaley Uf - med SS

5b

Hummocky Fine SS

5c

Plane parallel Fine SS B

6a

Faintly stratified amalgamated VF SS

6b

Interbedded deformed/ BT F SS

6c

Amalgamated bioturbated VF Fine SS

7

Ripple laminated VF - Fine SS

8a

Interbedded thinly laminated VF Fine SS with mud drapes

8b

Bioturbated VF - Fine SS and mud

9a

Interlaminated mud, and Silt - VF SS

9b

Bioturbated shale and SS

10

Shale with thin SS beds

11

Dark marine shale

12

Claystone

Interpretation
distributary (submarine) channel fill
underfilled (submarine) channel - tidal?
proximal mouthbar
distal/lateral/inter mouthbar
frontal splay / turbidite lobe
transgressive lag
storm deposit - turbidite
upper shoreface
middle shoreface
lower shoreface
submarine channel levee
suspension deposits, sediment starved

PH

PH

0 ft

40

PH

Pb
Sandstone
vf vc c m f vf

1

12

Silt
c m

12

Silt
c m

Core Facies

3 SMB-L

0 ft

40

Pb
Sandstone
vf vc c m f vf

1

Core Facies

RHOB (G/CC)
Log Facies
3
2
Gamma Ray (API)
NPHI (%)
RDEEP (OHMS)
45 0
10
150 -15
0

RHOB (G/CC)
Log Facies
3
2
Gamma Ray (API)
NPHI (%)
RDEEP (OHMS)
45 0
10
150 -15
0

Well 5

4 MMB-L

0 ft

40

PH

12
Silt
c m

Core Facies
Pb
Sandstone
vf vc c m f vf

1

RHOB (G/CC)
Log
Log Facies
Facies
3
2
Gamma Ray (API)
NPHI (%)
RDEEP (OHMS)
-15
45 0
10
150
0

Body 4: Muddy Mouthbar

Not observed in core

2 MD-CH

Body 2: Muddy Channelfill

Appendix B. Sedimentary bodies identified in the Frontier Fm. Frontier sedimentary bodies. PH indicates core photo location;
all units in feet, except 4 inch wide core photos, where depth is in centimeters.

Well 2

Body 3: Sandy Mouthbar

Well 1

1 SS-CH

Body 1: Sandy Channelfill
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12

RHOB (G/CC)
Log Facies
3
2
Gamma Ray (API)
NPHI (%)
RDEEP (OHMS)
45 0
10
150 -15
0

0 ft

PH

Pb
Sandstone
vf vc c m f vf

Silt
c m

8 USF-W

Not observed in core

PH

Appendix B continued. Sedimentary bodies identified in the Frontier Fm. Frontier sedimentary bodies. PH indicates core photo
location; all units in feet, except 4 inch wide core photos, where depth is in centimeters.

Well 3

7 SS-SH
40

Core Facies

0 ft

40

12

Silt
c m

Core Facies

Pb
Sandstone
vf vc c m f vf

1

6 RS-SH

RHOB (G/CC)
Log Facies
3
2
Gamma Ray (API)
NPHI (%)
RDEEP (OHMS)
45 0
10
150 -15
0

Body 6: Regressive Sandstone Sheet

Body 8: Upper Shoreface Wedge
1

12

Silt
c m

RHOB (G/CC)
Log Facies
3
2
Gamma Ray (API)
NPHI (%)
RDEEP (OHMS)
45 0
10
150 -15
0

Body 7: Sandy Storm Sheet

0 ft

40

Pb
Sandstone
vf vc c m f vf

1

Core Facies

Well 7

5 FS-L

Well 13

Body 5: Splay Lobe
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PH

12

Silt
c m

Core Facies

Pb
Sandstone
vf vc c m f vf

1

12

Silt
c m

Log Facies
3
Gamma Ray (API)
NPHI (%)
150 -15
0
2
45 0

RHOB (G/CC)
RDEEP (OHMS)
10

Well 7

12 SH-DR

Well 3

10 LSF-W
RHOB (G/CC)
Log Facies
3
2
Gamma Ray (API)
NPHI (%)
RDEEP (OHMS)
45 0
10
150 -15
0

12

RHOB (G/CC)
Log Facies
3
2
Gamma Ray (API)
NPHI (%)
RDEEP (OHMS)
45 0
10
150 -15
0

PH

Silt
c m

Core Facies
Pb
Sandstone
vf vc c m f vf

1

Body 12: Shale Drape

PH

12

Silt
c m

Core Facies

Pb
Sandstone
vf vc c m f vf

1

Body 10: Lower Shoreface Wedge

Appendix B continued. Frontier sedimentary bodies. PH indicates core photo location; all units in feet, except 4 inch wide
core photos, where depth is in centimeters.

Well 11

11 CF-W

Body 11: Channel-flank Wedge

Well 2

PH

Pb
Sandstone
vf vc c m f vf

1

RHOB (G/CC)
Log Facies
3
2
Gamma Ray (API)
NPHI (%)
RDEEP (OHMS)
45 0
10
150 -15
0

9 MSF-W

Core Facies

Body 9: Middle Shoreface Wedge
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APPENDIX C:
CROSS SECTIONS OF THE FRONTIER FORMATION
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Appendix C.
Frontier Cross Sections. Exported from Petra database. Common wells in sections marked.
Basemap is from Figure 3.13 and shows distribution of sandstone in Frontier cycle. See
Appendix A for core descriptions and explanation of facies. See Figure 3.8 for
stratigraphic framework (thick gray cross section line) and explanation of lines used in
cross sections.
Well Header Explanation
Track 1

Track 2

Track 3

Track 4

sonic slowness (microseconds/foot)

gamma ray (API)
0

150
2

1

3

density (grams/cubic centimeter)
neutron porosity (%)

deep resistivity (ohms)

4

curve filled with
log facies

where present

Basemap of Cross Sections

nt
Fro

100

ier
Se

80

ctio

tie

n4

on
Fr

60

tio

ec

Sm
(N-

rS

Frontier Section 1 (W-E northern)

40

-S
(N

le)
idd

n3

20
0%

n)
te r

s
we

Frontier Section 2 (W-E southern)

Fr
on

tie

rS

ec

tio

n

5

(N
-S

ea

ste

rn
)

Frontier Section 5 (N-S eastern)

Frontier Section 4 (N-S middle)
Frontier Section 3 (N-S western)

Frontier Section 2 (W-E southern)

Frontier Section 1 (W-E northern)

Appendix C. Frontier Cross Sections
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T3

T3
T3

T3
T4
T5

T4
T5

T1

T1

T1

T1

T2
T1

T2

T2
T2

T5

T5

T2
T4

T3
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APPENDIX D:
MAPS OF THE FRONTIER FORMATION
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Appendix D.
Frontier maps. See Figure 14 for explanation of colors. All thickness is in feet. See
Figure 3.8 for explanation of hierarchy (erected along type cross section - gray line).
Cores in orange stars below.
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APPENDIX E:
TABLE OF LOG FACIES VALUES

Φ

220

Appendix E. Table showing statistics generated from Petra database and resulting log
facies values from running IF-THEN script.
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APPENDIX F:
CONTACT INFORMATION FOR OBTAINING
POWDER RIVER BASIN PETREL MODEL

222
Structural model in Petrel version 2009 can be copied onto a user supplied disk (multigig) without the private log ascii (LAS logs) for academic use.
Please contact Jesse Melick (jessemelick@gmail.com) or Mike Uland at
Mike Uland
Technology Director
iReservoir.com Inc.
1490 West Cannel Court, Suite 2000
Littleton CO 80120
Phone: (303) 713-1112
uland@ireservoir.com

